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The Comment 
Vol.LIiI No.7 Bridgewater State College November 8,1979 
by Robert 
Oliveira 
Town Cracks Down 
A. Cote and Audrey 
Officers ot Alpha UpsIlon, the 
largest and most active fraternity 
associated with Bridgewater State 
College, were asked to appe3.r 
before the town's board of 
Selectmen on October 29 to 
answer to allegations ocertain 
violations committed by the 
fraternity. Among these allegations 
were disorderly conduct on the part 
of the fraternity brothers and their 
guests and certain violations of the 
health code and zoning laws. 
John Hickey, chairman of the 
board of Selectmen in his opening 
statement, made it quite clear that 
the local people were tired of the 
numerous complaints and also 
stated that, "the board will not 
tolerate [disorderly behavior] year 
after year. 
Hickey also referred to a report 
by the building inspector of theee 
Alpha Upsilon Fraternity house. 
Among items .considered unsafe in 
the' report w~re: front porch and 
back porch in disrepair, the garage 
was stuffed with junk, no exit signs, 
insufficient fire extinguishers, 
broken windows and a missing 
bulkhead door. Hickey then cited a 
Board of Health report which 
alleges insufficient sanitary facilities. 
Donald Buron, clerk of the 
selectmen, then questioned the 
legality of the house. Buron asked 
the members of the fraternity if they 
realized that under the present 
Children's Developmental Clinic: 
conditions the fraternity constituted. 
a lodging house, something that 
requires a special permit for that 
area. Edward Barber, a past officer 
of Alpha, claimed that when the 
fraternity bought the house in 1968 
the present zoning la.ws were not in 
effect. 
T own Counsel Robert G. Clark III 
countered that statement by 
pointing out that the zoning laws in 
force at the time prohibited lodging 
houses in all but commercial zones. 
When asked to present the 
fraternities views, Ron Murphy 
cited a "lack of continuity from year 
to year is the cause of the problem. 
He also said," many of the problems 
are caused bv the friends of the 
Physical Therapist Speaks 
by Susan Leoni 
Susan Murray, a registered however, be influenced by input oy 
Ph y sic a I The rap i s t 0 f the the physical education teacher. Ms. 
Southeastern Regional Health Murray emphasized the fact that the 
Office was guest lecturer at BSC's teacher must obtain permission 
Children's Ph~lsiCijl before removing the brace(s). 
\:,.~I,I'~p~~ntqL :Clinic on$aturday, • The dinic'~,guestspeaker;ipoke 
November 3. Ms. Murray spoke on at qreat' length on the subject of 
the use of artificial devices by scoliosis. "Scoliosis is characterized 
handicapped children and the effect by a lateral curve of the spine and 
the),' have on the child's afflicts mostly children in the ll-lb 
participation in Physical Education year old age range," Susan 
class. The artiifcial devices that explained. 
were discussed include wheelchairs. A device hnown as the 
crutches. braces and artificial limbs. "Milwaukee Brace" is the most 
When talking of the child who widell; lIsed brace in rehabilitation. 
wears leg ,braces_ Ms. Murray "In our clinic at Lakeville," Ms. 
stated, "Children are encouraged to Murray said, "A Milwaukee Brace is 
do everything; the more activitu no excuse for not taking gym." 
they have while wearing the brace, The re are, however. some 
the more confident they become. restrictions; "We advise a child ;"vith 
She did add, however, that the a Milawaukee Brace to ·do no 
chIld should be capable of gymnastics, no trampoline, and no 
participation in a traditional ohvsical contact sports. This particular 
education class unless he had brace costs about $750. 
some specific disability." Children Ms. Murrav also noted that 
wear braces for mainly three recently, a great deal more screening 
reasons, " Ms. Murray explained." for th~' detection of scoliosis is 
To hold a joint in a certain position, taking place. In fact, school nurses 
to prevent deformity ( which in and physical education teachers 
many cases may otherwise mean have. been trained to do a simple 
surgery) and' to assist in motion." scoliosis screening. 
Ms. Murray brought various models The advantages and dis. 
of leg braces and explained to the ,advantages of various types of 
clinicians that the traditional metal crutches that handicapped children 
brace wiich slices into the shoe. use were also described by the 
Both models cost bout $200. clinic's guest lecturer. Susan 
"Whether the child wears leg pointed out to clinicians that many 
braces in Physical Education class is children prefer to use wooden 
entireiy up to the physician," Susan i "auxilary" crutches as opposed to 
said. "Th: __ ~octor's decision- n:~S.: __ ~etal forearm cru.tc~:_s ____ ?ecause 
Therapist. delTlonstrates leg brace. 
the former appear to indicate to the 
child and his peers a temporary 
injury, where the latter seems to 
indicate a permanent handicap. 
On the topic ot artlhclaU1mQ. Ms. 
lYh,UraY <#ie\entiaT~.d between.the . 
child that is born with a congenital 
problem handicapp as opposed to 
the child who has undergone the 
trauma of amputation. "The child 
that has a congenital problem will do 
everything in the manner in which 
he acquired skill but the traumatic 
child has a more difficult problem 
because of having to relearn a skill." 
Susan said. 
A great deal of time was spent 
discussing the adapted physical 
education program for the 
handicapped child. When speaking 
specifically of the South Eastern 
Regional Health Office, Susan 
stated, "our biggest problem has 
. been obtaining any level of 
participation for the child from the 
school system." She explained that 
in many school systems the adapted 
physical education program is 
available for kindergarten through 
sixth or seventh grade only. The 
program often stops at the junior 
and senior high level. Ms, Murray 
conceded that "There is, granted, a 
very real money problem when 
Chapter 766 was j,nitiated seven 
In many cases however, the 
handicapped child may be able to 
participate in. the traditional 
physical education class with the 
assistance of various artificial 
devices such as crutches or braces 
The Southeastern Regional 
Health Office is a Ccmmonwealth 
program based in Lakeville 
Massachusetts. It operates on the 
basis of matched federal and stste 
funds and is "set up for people who 
cannot financially afford various 
medical services." The health office 
operates an out-patient clinic and is 
staffed by physical therapists, social 
workers and, physicians. who are 
experts in the fields of orthopedics, 
neurology and radiology 
Susan Murray's lectureconclides . 
the' guest speaker series of the fall 
1979 clinicsession.The next clinic 
will be held on Saturday November 
17 at 9:00 in the Kelly Gym. Alii 
students from any major are 
invited to attend and observe the 
clinicians and their children in 
action. 
brothers." He felt that the movie 
"Animal House" has given visitors to 
the fraternity house the wrong 
impression of fraternity life. 
Vetera n Selectman David 
Canepa asked, "What have you ( 
the fraternity) done to improve 
community relations? 
Murphy answered, "After the 
party there was no question of the 
Grants complaints. We cleaned up 
t he area, including the G rants' yard. 
Canepa then asked, "Prior to the 
problem what has been done?" 
Murphy answered by citing 
several community and college 
acheivements of the fraternity. 
Harry Grant, an abutter, said that 
he would like to be good neighbor 
and that he liked the boys, but the 
deteriotating conditions of the 
house and the unruly behavioir of 
visitors are the problems he would 
like to see remedied. 
Perhaps the strongest statement 
put forth during the meeting was by 
Sergeant Frances Clotier who said," 
Myself and my men have had no 
problems from the boys, but the 
taxpayers can't' afford this 
\:>nhavior." Cloutier went on to say 
Philosophy Department: 
that if the boys did not start to police 
.heniselves .. we-will use all legal 
force to close them down." 
John Hickey then told Murphy 
that he would receive reports from 
the building inspector and the bourd 
of health. Several of the fraternity 
members present then spoke up 
promising to help eliminate the 
abusive behavior of visitors. 
Mike Cominsky then asked, " If 
we call the police about a problem 
not caused by the fraternity, would 
it beheld against them?". 
Lt. Gurley assured Comisky by 
saying "The police realize the 
difference. " 
In closing Run Murphy said hE 
realized that Alpha was responsible. 
but said they would police their own. 
Canepa then closed this part pt· 
the weekly meeting by saying, "Take 
what you've got and make the beat 
of it." 
As a result, the brothers have 
been repairing the porches and 
painting the house. inside and out. 
They have remained relatively quiet 
to further insure good relations with 
their neighbors. 
Profs',to·'Pub'lishi··in··January 
by pert Randall-Gesner 
Is your life meaningful? Is it really 
worth living? An important 
philosophical text that deals with 
these questions is being prepared 
for publication by two members of 
the BSC faculty and it will be 
released in January, 1980 by 
Prentice·Hall. Dr. David R Cheney 
and Dr. Steven Sanders.are the co· 
editors of The Meaning of Life: 
Que s t ion S , A n s we r s an d 
Analysis,an anthology of twelve 
essays by modern writersdwriters 
on a question which troubles many 
in today's world. What can I 
reasonably expect in the way of a 
meaningful life? 
The book approaches the 
problem from three perspectivess: 
(1) the pessimistic view that life has 
no meaning; (2) the religious b~~ discussed rationally. The book is 
metaphysical view. that life has also intended to have appeal outside 
cosmic purpose; (3) the humanistic philosophical cirles, since it's 
view, that life is the outcome of our readability makes it essily 
own decisions and goal~. In their comprehensible to those who have 
introduction, the editors explain had little previous exposure to 
and relate the three views. The philosophy. 
authors represented include To complement the publication of 
prominent literary, theQlogical and this book, the Philosophy and 
philosoPDical writers,among:fhem R€!Hgious Studiesclepartment plans 
Tolstoy, Schopenhauer1 Camus, to offer a course in the Meaning of 
Paul Edwards, and HazelE. Barnes. Life, PL 350, in the Spring '80 
Professors Cheney and Sanders semester, to be taught by Dr. 
Professors Cheney and Sanders Sanders. According to Dr. Sanders, 
first became interested .in doing a . this· course. is designed to further' 
book on this subjeCt in 1972, selfunderstand your relationship to 
because of what they felt was the yourself and the world you live in. It 
"illegal' and immoral bombing of will attempt· to engage students in 
Cambodia." Questions about the critical thinking, anp through 
morality of this U.S. action led them examination of philosophical 
to question all aspects of life. The~ thinking, help the student to better 
found that there was no understand his. own life. 
comprehensive text which brought Dr.Sanders also has co-authored 
together modern thin~ing about our· anotner book, Introduction to t 
responsibilities to ourselves and our PhiLosophyand has written many 
world. They researched and articles for philisophical journals. 
coUated a sampling of what is,· to He has been teaching here . at BSC 
them, a comprehensive view of since 1971. 
Western thought on the meaning of Dr. Cheney has been the 
·Iife. They feel that this book will chairperson of. the Philosophy 
prove that there . is recent, high- department for ten years. He/was 
quality and precise work being done responsible foe instituting both the 
on a subject whichis often thought Phiolsophy major and minor 
-tobe too vague and generalized to (Cont. onp.B) 
0; 
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HO AtCO ,'Ull <:, WAS A 
MASSl \IE."' SL.OW OUT. 
Editorials 
I really thought that we had come further. .. 
Homecoming Queen. By now the issue of whether or not schools 
s.~10uld have homecoming queens is pretty much a dead one. Itis not this 
question to which I am addressing myself. Rather, I would like to comment 
'.Jpon the way in which voting was held this year. 
If the homecoming queen is intended to represent school spirit and 
sl;!rvice as well as atractiveness, then why was this year's competition run 
lil<e a beauty contest? The Comment published the photos, names and 
nominating organizations of the homecoming queen cahdidates. We did 
not publish further information about the candidates because of lack of 
5iJace and because we understood that this information would appear 
\\ith the photos at the voting tables, as in previous years. We were 
obviously mistaken. Posted with the candidates photos were their names 
onlv--no nominating. groups, no mentIoning of contributions to the 
school. Perhaps it would have bee more appropriate to-/Tst them (IDly by 
nomin?ting organizations--"Miss Alpha," Miss Scott Hall," Miss SGA." 
After all if this is supposed to be a beauty contest... .. 
None of this is intended as a slur on the 1979 Homecoming Queen. It is 
simply a comment upon the way in which the contest was run. 
·}'Letters to the Edito~] 
And :Jqstice for All? 
I agree with The Commentstaft 
writer who said the Blomquist issue 
is unclear. Vice President Deep may 
not be a two-faced backstaober,and 
Blomquist may not be a pot-pushing 
punk. And yet, although the issue is 
unclear, the handling of it has clearly 
been unjust. The injustice is evident 
in the Great Hill Dorm Council's 
decision to pronounce Blomquist 
guilty of possession of two pOl,lnds 
of marijuana. 
The council found Blomquist 
guilty on October 29, just four days 
after hearing testimony 6n the case 
from Blomquist and Student Life 
representatives. That hearing was 
adjourned because the Council 
admitted to having too little 
information to reach a verdict. They 
insisted on reconvening when 
enough information was gathered. 
But that would be a grave injustice. 
head of the DormCour.-:::il insisted 
that the Council was not a court, 
and that they didn't have to follow 
the rules of a court. But what gives 
them the right? What gives them th~ 
right to hold a trial more than once, 
or to publicly say one thing; and do 
another-- without explaining their 
reasons? Did the· the Council even 
2xplain their reasons to Blomquist? . 
3e the man guilty or innocent, is it 
UEt to put him through this? Does 
. 1€ not· deserve some sort of 
'xplanation for the hasty, 
·ontradictory actions ot those who 
re trying him? Does not the man 





I am writing in response to a letter 
written by Leo Wiltshire about the 
use of the numerous trucks and cars 
and s new hook and 
ladder was there to help me. Mr. 
Wiltshire also states that the fire 
dept. is close enough to call in more 
help if needed. The Great Hill Dorm 
is large. By the time a fire on the top 
floors was discovered. those of us 
near the fire could be seriously hurt 
before. more help could reach us. 
I am relieved to know that the fire 
dept. can respond so quickly to an 
alarm that they know will probably 
be- qJals€ (me. I also believe that the 
fire,ciept. knows that the college 
students "don't have money coming· 
out·oftheir ears," but they deserve 
the money they get for their r~pid 
response to our childish pranks. 
$500 dollars may seem like a great 
deal of money for a fire alarm but I 
can't put a price on my life. Mr. 
WiltshIre, the· proGlem is not the 
number of trucks . and cars that 
respond to the alarms, but the 
immature people who pull them in 





An Open Letter to Students 
That there is an overabundance 
of student apathy is proven by the 
fact that no one has y~t answered 
the letter in this paper about the 
Campus Study Group. 
Doesn't anyone care bout this 
college or the education they came 
heie for? Where are those students 
that. complain about courses, 
pr·Qfes:;ol~s, administrators? Where 
are . those students who are 
cmlcerned about housing? Where 
are those students who say, "} wish 
they'd listen"? 
Why aren't there enough 
students f,9,"fill committees? Doesn't 
,ar)Y:>r'te want to know more about 
Self Study Day? 
Students must get involved. It is 
your education, your campus. 
Peter Stewart 
Parking is· the 
Problem! 
What if there was not sufficient 
information to reach a decision at 
the second. hearing? Would th'?,. 
Council insist on a third, a fourth, a 
fifth hearing? How· many times must 
Blomquist be subjected to the 
trauma-- and it is traumatic-- of a 
trial? And yes, it 1S a trial. The Dorm 
Council can call it anything they 
please, but when a group of people 
assemble for the purpose of 
deciding if a man is "guilty" or "not-
guilty", that man is being tried. And 
how many times must Blomquist be 
tried before a verdict is reached? 
that respond t) the fire alarms at the Mr. Duncan, 
The Dorm Council must have 
asked these ltery same questions, 
because they changed their minds 
and reached a verdict a few days 
after the hearing. And yet, they still 
did not have the information which 
they publicly admitted they needed 
before reaching a verdict; On the 
25th, theCouncit said it needed 
.more information; on the 29th, the 
Council said they pronounced 
Blomquist "guilty': -- without any of 
the . infor'mation thel/ said they 
need'ed first' Is this ·justice? The 
Great Hill Dorm. I was appalled at I am distraught to think that you 
Mr. Wiltshire's . flippant. attitude must defend the SGA on the basis of 
about the flammability of the dorm. my article when actually the brunt of 
Concrete walls may not .. readily my attack was on the parking 
burn, but wooden doors, electric situarion, and not the SGA. Since 
appliances, wall hangings,· posters, . you felt it necess~iry to reveal most 
desks, rugs, clothes, and people do. of the· facts surrounding the ticket, 
The horror of a dorm fire has not let me state the rest. 
yet. been. forgotten by those people Over a month ago we received 
who had friends and children at "the ticket"_ We immediately went 
Providenc.e College two years ago. to the police chief to see what could 
Many girls in ·the dorm jumped to be done about it. He stated that by 
their deaths from windows that fire prGcess of elimination we should 
equipment had not yet reached. have known that since we could not 
I would like Mr. Wiltshire to park in the Jacultyspaces nor the 
imagine a fire at the Great Hill in the resident spaces,· we should .:have 
middle of the fourth or fifth floor. If a known to have parked in the spaces 
fire escape was inaccessable with no Jines. Hence, the 
because of 'sincke;·I'w6nld' like·to' .. contradi'ction of"the 'tr·affic 
know that I could go to my wrttddU/' :hahdbookh'Jhtdh(')t~-tle's~/j)ark~Agis 
allowed in painted stalls 
The next day we approachp.d two 
members of the SGA who listened 
intently to what we had to say. We 
were concerned with not only the 
parking ticket. as a matter of 
principle, but also in bringing the 
condition of the parking lot to 
someone's atrention. We were 
searching for one possible recourse, 
as the responsibilities werp. divided; 
the school owns the parking lot and 
is responsible iur Its maintenance, 
and the state issues parking tickets 
over which the school has no 
control. To whom do we turn? As 
previously stated, the police did not 
give us a clear answer so the SGA 
seemed to us the representative of 
Deadlines 
Monday at noon: Classified 
·Ads, Advertisment,s an'd 
Announcements. 
Tuesday at noon: Articles, 
Letters and Commentaries. 
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I Announc~ments r 
········A"iTENTioN····PHYSlcAi"···"Eii····Aivii···REciiiA·TioN 
MAJORS 
Do you. care about your career? Come to the Health. Phys. Ed. and 
Recreation Club Meeting, Thursday Nov. 8th-ll:00 in the Rat 
Refreshments will be provided. ' 
. -_ .. ---~ ------.. --- --.. -
- GOOD EMPLQ"YMiJ.:ij-··ouiio·OK·········· .. ········· .. ··· .. · .. ···_· ........ 
Acc~rding to. the College. Placement Council's national study of 667 
public and prtvate sector en:ployer.s, the employment outlook for many 
types of c~lll?g'2 graduates will continue to be good, barring any suddent 
downturn 10 the economy. 
Fif~y percent expect ~~eir economic outlook to improve for the rof 1979. 
T~lrt~en percent anticipate substantial improvement, 37 percent expect 
~hght ~mprovement, and another 35 percent foresee no change from the 
first SIX months of 1979. . 
The m~i~' factor in t~is y~ar's b'usy recruiting season was the keen 
competlhon ~or en~meenng graduates. Engingeering showed the 
st~ongest gains wIth a 22 percent increase in hires. The 
sClence/ma!h/~echnjcal category recorded a 19 percent advance, while 
emI?loyers mdlcated they had hired 12 percent more students with 
bUSiness-related degrees than in the previous year. In the non-technical 
category-w.hich includes liberal arts-graduates showed an overall five 
percent gam. 
Metal/metal pr.oducat~ regist€red the oargest percentage increase 
ar:nong employer mdustrles, with 46 percent, followed by public utilities 
WIth 44 percent and chemicals/druge 
MetaVme~al pro~ucts ~egistered the largest percentage increase among 
employer Industnes, WIth 46 percent, followed by public utilities with 44 
percer:t ar:d chemicals/drugs at 41 percent. Other employer categories 
reportmg mcreases of ten percent ?r ~ore were public accounting, 
petroleum, and aeorospace/electromcs/mstrumentation. 
THE CLEMENT C. MAXWELL LIBRARY 
REGULA TIONS FOR USE OF BULLETIN BOARDS 
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan, Librarian, has issued the following regulations 
governing student use of bulletin boards in the CLement C. Maxwell 
Library: 
--Notices must be related to college activities. 
-·Notices must be stamped by the library secretary before posting; 
otherwise they will be removed from the bulletin boards. It is requested 
that standard grammar and spelling norms be observed. 
--Those posting notices are responsible for removing them when they are 
outdated. 
--Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15" x 
18" nor smaller than 5" x 7". 
Notices of activities which will continue throughout'the year should 
nevertheless be changed from time to time·-or they run the risk of being 
over-looked. 
--No more than three notices of the same activity may be placed at the 
sarpe time on library bulletin boards. 
-·The library reserves the right to remove any notices considered 
inappropriate. 
· .... ~··REERUiTEi{siGN=UPS;·· .. ·-· .. ··' .... ·· .. · .... ··;:····· .. · ......................... .. 
If you're graduating in December or May, you should be actively moving 
on your job search. Recruiters will be visiting campus next month. 
Firday Nov. 30· U.S. Air Forcel·Seeking individuals for officer's 
candidate school. Both technical an non-technical degrees-ALL 
MAJORS. 
Interviews will be 1?2 hour long: Sign up sheets are in the career. 
planning and placement office. Job desccriptions and career literature 
are also available there. Sign up as soon as pollsible. 
···· .. · .. iiE''A"tIEARy·SAVER .. ·· .... · .. ·· .. ·········--_······ .. ··· ................................ . 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR), Do you sish to become: 
certified as a basic life support rescuer? (2.00 fee for course materials) 
certified as an Instructor in CPR? (For those already certified as rescuers 
and who wish to be able to tea h CPR to others. $5.00 fee for course 
materials.)Each complete basic life support course meets from 6:00 pm 
to 9:.30 pm on Tuesday ar:d Thursday evenings of the same week. Sign-
up lists for the courses mdICated below are in the chairman's. office 
Department of Biological Sciences. " ' 
I-November 13 & 15 
2- November 27 & 29 
3.- DecemberA & 6 
·'4.-De~ember 11 & 13, Special arrangem€'nts will be made for scheduling 
the Instructor's; course. . 
·· .. ·" .. RECRLiiiING .. visiis··· .. ·· .. ········· .. ·········· ........................................ . 
The U.S. Air F,?rce will be interviewing candidate~ for it Officer Training 
~rogram on FTlday, November 30. AlI.majors will be considered, both 
liberal arts and technica.a 
F or.specific info:mationon the program, positions, and salary levels, and 
to sign up for a time, stop by the Career Planning and Placement Office 
T~e l!.S. Marine Coyps will be here on Tue~day,November 20 to speak 
WIth Interested senIors and underclassmen. Representatives will be', 
located outside the Bookstore. ' 
········BVSINESS·AND·puni'ic·ADMi'NisTRA·Tlo"N-···_· .. ····.-........ . 
On Tuesday, November 27, at' 11:00 a.m. in Room L-8 Oibrary),Ms. 
Karen .C<;mn,?~/rom Suffolk University will be here to discuss gradUate 
st~d~ 10 BUSiness and. Public Administration at Suffolk: All students 
thmklng ab~ut or pianning'study in these areas are encouraged to come 
to the semmars. Interested/faculty and and staff. are slow welcome.-
Information on these programs is availalbe in the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. . 
........ _ .............. -- .......................... " ...................................................... --- .... _-- .. ,.;, ............... -..................................................... -........ .. 
...................................................................................... CHI-ALPHA 
Do somethings bog you down'? Do you feel like you need sOme extra 
help now and then? If you have a problem, or a need or want just good als 
support - we would like to pray for you. If you want someone to pray for 
you, simply slip a piece of paper with your request on it into locker 
number 247 in the Student Union (ground floor). Someone will be 
keeping your request in prayer. Sponsored by Chi-Alpha. ' 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . CARPENTER SHOP 
We are an interdenomininational Christian fellowship sharing the Lord 
with each other. We meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. inlounge 4,across from the 
information booth and Thursday at 11 a.m. in the Green Room. All are 
welcome 
~'i ,; \ : ! i 
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PUBLIC UBRARY 
The Bridgewater Public Library will be closed on Monday, November 
12 because of the holiday. 
The Bridgewater Public Library would like to remind potential library 
users that positive identification, with your name and address, must be 
presented at at the library in order to obtain a library card. Children and 
students under 18 must bring a parent or guardian to the library with 
positive identification beorre a library card can be issued. 
Margorie T eitelbau Assistant Professor at Bridgewater State College 
and a teacher at the Burnell School, will exhibit a collection of stone #nd 
metal work at the Bridgewater Public Library through mid December. 
She became interested in rocks abollt twelve years ago and during 
summer vacations she would travel around the country collecting rocks 
with her son. She then taught herself how to cut and facet these stones. 
After taking metalworking classes at Bridgewater State College and at 
Southeastern Massachusetts University, she has been able to fashion 
many interesting pieces of jewelry and other items of ~ne and metal. 
The public is invited to view this exhibit during regular library hours. 
· .... · ........ "LE·ciuRE·ol'j"'GESTAi"i'ExPERIMENTS·_······ .. ·· ........... . 
A decade ago Gestalt therapists were considered upstarts in the 
psychological community. Now, ten years later, the original teachers 
have become honored professionals for' their innovative and novel 
approaches to mental health. Joseph Zinker, who is one of the original 
masters, will be in Cambridge, Saturday, November 17 giving' a 
lecture/demonstration on the "experiments" whith:i§: one of the mqst 
exciting aspects of Gestalt-therapy. ' ,.:.. . . ;:.' 
The lecture/demonstration is being sponsored. by Associates for 
Human Resources, Inc. AHR is an educational center located in 
Concord, Mass. and provides a variety of different psychological servies. 
Tickets to Dr. Zinker's lecture can be obtained by calling AHR at 259-
9624. 
· .. ·· .. ·YOVT.f.i··BAARC···· .. · .......... ·_··· .. ····· .. ······ .. ·· .... · .................................. . 
Needed: Young adults to arrang! activities for retarded citizens. The 
commitment will be two evenings I month, for length of school year. the 
second Thursday of each month will be to plan a social event to be held 
on the fourth Thursday of each month. 
Anyone interested in this Volunteer Opportunity should contact the 
Old Colony Voluntary Action Center 588-3460 
EXPANDED POL YSTYRENE INDUSTRY SCHOLARSHIP 
The Expanded Polystyrene Division of the Society of the Plastics 
Industry has just rung the openina'bell in its Third Annual Scholarship 
Award Competition. Universitv students have the opportunity·to win up 
to $1,000 for innovative and practical uses or-the polystyrene foam 
material. . . 
Previous winners have rome from Pennsylvania StatBridgeport 
University,M.I.T. and Michigan State. Imagination and skillful 
interpretation of an idea brought cash awards to students in schools of 
Architecture, Engineering, Industrial Design and Business 
Administration. 
The material is most familiar as the white foam molded package that 
locks delicate merchandise into protected space, or as the foam cup that 
keeps drinks hot or cold. ]t lends itself to countless other uses, and the 
competition calls on all students' creative abilities to initiate new 
concepts. " 
Preliminary entries are judged on the basis of freshness and feasibility 
~!}9 c$tlJd:~q~,,~~,\~Qyi~~,.tQ, ~pntir::ye'lsytiitl)j,wR~;~~l:t.i),~~PfQj.~g..te··81;{r~. 
blanks are now avaIlable In the Dean s office or by request to me SocietY 
of the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60018. 
Final judging will be d~ring the Expanded Polystyrene Division's 
Annual Meeting in March. 
· .. ·· .. ·sEMiNAR·FOR·RESP;RATOR·y .. THERAPISTS· ...... · .. ·· .. · .. · ..... 
"Update Your Flair For Respiratory Care," a seminar for physicians, . 
respiratory therapists, cardio-pulmonary technicians,lC.U. nurses and 
other interested para-medical personnel is being held at the Lakeville 
Hospital on Friday, November 9 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p_m. 
Speakers are Dr. William C. Sheehan, DirecotrofPulmonaryLaband 
Quality Care at Union·Truesdale Hospital,FaIl Riverlwh,ose topi~ is 
"Blood Gases and Pulmonary Function,"Dr, PhillipW.Srnith,Thoracic 
and Vascular Surgeon fromLJnion~Truesdale H.ospi-ial, whovyilliecture 
on "How to Tap the Barrel:~ Or.' F r?:ilcis Cl.lrrrm, Director of Pulmonary 
Services and Pulmonary lali at . kakeville Hospital, who will speak on 
"Respiratory Failure in Chronic Chest Wall," Restrictive Pulomnary 
Diseases," and Dr. Jack Noyes, respiratory Allergist with St. Luke's 
Hospital, New Bedford, who will talk about "Bronchodilators." 
This excellent program presented at' a reasonalble fee to encourage all 
in the respiratory care field to further their educational needs: has been 
organized by Richard Enos, RRT from Union Hospital, new Bedford. 
Sponsors are Chapter II Massachusetts Society for Respitaroty Therapy 
and the Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association( SEMLA). 
Anyone wishing iryformation, kindly contact Richard Enos. , ... _ ....... " 
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN FILM 
Maurice Evans and Robert Morley are the stars of the 1953 feature film 
"Gilbert and Sullivan" which will be shown at the Bridgewater Public 
Library on Wednesday, November 14 at 7 p.m. and on Thursday, 
November 15 at 3 p.m.This film classic directed by Sidn,ey Gi1Ii.ata~d 
Leslie B c.iley is an entertai'ning account of the lives qf W .5. G~lt:rerham.~ 
Arthur Sullivan, and features much of the musk that made them famous. 
The film is free and open to the public, and wiIllast 112 minL,ltes. 
ATTENTION SENIOR EDUCATION MAJORS 
Th~;~i~'~~'~xcellent booklet to help you in your job search this year. It is 
.entitled ASCUS 80, Teaching Opportunities For You, and it is available 
in the Care2r Planning and Placement Office. Some of the topics covered 
ani: Factors used to s121ect teacher candidates, the resume, getting job, 
the interview· and how to prerare for it, oversea!? opportunities, 
. alternatives, and certification.offices in the U.S.A. This booklet will be of 
great help. Stop in today to pick up your copy. 
........ _ .. 0 .... _ ... __ ... ~_ ...................................................... _ .. Oo .... ~ .................... ~ .................................................................................. - ...... - ........ ~ ...... _ ... 
A TTENTlON SENIORS 
Graduate School- For those considering graduate and professional 
school, now is the time to start planning. Reference books and., 
. considerable information on schools and the process are available in the' 
Care,er PlanDi!1JHmd fJa.£erhent Office. 
.. ······coi.iEGIEiiACEMENy·ANNUAL······ .... · .. · .. · .. ·· .. · .. ··_· ;._ .......... . 
An invaluable help to' you in your j'ob search this year is the College 
Placement Annual. It contains information on over 1200 companies and 
agencies which recruit nationwide for ALL college maj<;>rs. TO GET 
YOUR FREE COPY, COME TO THE CAREER' PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT OFFICE. SUPPLI.ES ARE LIMITED,SO THESE WILL 
BE GIVEN OUT ON A FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED BASIS.It also 
. cont'i'ins vpl!-\ab!.~.infprmatjon on, how tQ,¥Jrj~~are~1:l!11e,~he!~~b geQr<;:h" 
graqw~teschool~, at]ld Qther .usESful inforr1ati(;>n ... " f :' 'i I I ,..:; "; 
Parking 
(Cont. from p.2) 
~icket, but the ticket, which is the 
lesult of c:. problem and not the 
-;:ause of one. is NOT the issue!!! 
':-he issue is 'that the parking lot 
(,:xists in the same condition as it was 
when school first started, when the 
5GA was first approached. when 
the Senate was first confronted. anc 
. probavly will remain' so come thE 
first big snowstorm. 




To' the Editor, As a memb~r of the' 
Bridgewater State Community it is 
obvious to me that something must 
be done to combat the twin of evils 
of student apathy and academic 
laxness. As the article of 
Bridgewater Self Study Group 
points out, there are things that can 
be done to combat this. I call on the 
students of this campus to be ready 
to confront the issues of what they 
are in college for, how they are 
perceived, and what can be done to 
improve the situation. 
Sincerely 
Joseph Rico '8.1 
VOTE! 
Voting. It is one of the most basic 
rights gx-anted to every citizen. vP.t it 
is probably the most' abused; or' at 
best the least exercised right in the 
country. This however does not 
necessarily have to be the case. 
Living in the dorms during the 
scho~l year alienates p'~ople from 
i'eve)j~~i~;:thEli~:h~m~:'tfjwn$;:twHerB/\ . 
most ccillege stude·nts· are 
registered) and therefore tends to 
discourage voting. It is, after all, not 
entirely convenient to make a trip 
homeon a Tuesday or a Saturday to 
vote in town elections. Absentee 
voting, a togical alternative to 
traveling home, has not been a 
widely . used system ,here at the 
school. 
Students do have an additional 
alternativehbwever. They can 
register to vote in Bridgewater. This 
would seem a logical option since 
dorm students live here for almost 
nine months out of the year. It is, in 
fact, home for them for that time. Of 
that is so, then it would seem logical 
for people to vote in Bridgewater 
(where they spend most of their 
time) rather than in their home 
town; which they are away from. 
An argument against registering 
here in Bridgewater could not be 
based on lack of issues. The town 
makes many decisions that directly 
affect. the college community. One 
such dedsion made by . the town 
concerned outdoor concerts. A 
limit of two concerts per year was 
.p1ade several years ago by the 
Boaidof Selectmen. Another issue' 
con'cerns the hours of the 
Rathskellar which are 11 pm on 
weekdays and 12 pm on weekends. 
Repeated requests to have the 
hours extended have been denied to 
Union officials. AIso,in case your 
haven't noticed, the Rat does not 
have a full liquor license. This has 
been~ opposed. by bar arid club 
owners in towrl . 
,.With a sufficient block of college 
students voting, we could have a 
real voice in changing these issues 
and significant influence' in future 
ones. The college community after 
all, makes up a significant number of 
people .in Bridgewater,and town 
policies therefore, have to affect us. 
H would be in our best interests to 
have at least some say in these 
policies. United college students 
could have hear power in a town 
where there are only 6,900 
registered voters, with probably 
: ' ";!i(tp~fon pA) 
I 
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········FACiiiTy··W;VES·ciuB··························· .................................... . 
The Faculty Wives Club will sell instructions from items displayed in their 
1979 and prevlous crafts shows on Thursday, November 8. A table will 
be set up in the Student Union across from the Book Store from 10 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Full packets from the 1979 show alld mini packets from the 
previous years' shows can be purchased. This is an excellent 
opportunity for student teachers to obtain fresh ideas and for everyone 
to acquire new holiday"and gift ideas. . 
······-·PARiNTS~·ADVjSORY·C-OUNCii······················· ...................... . 
The Parents' AdVISOry Council for the Burnell Lab School is sponsoring 
a &ok Fair on November 13th through the 1.6th. A large selection of new 
books, most of which will be elementary books, will be there. The Book 
Fair will be held in the front lobby of the school from 9 am·3 pm. 
TRVSTEE POLICY REGARDING OUTSTANDING DEBTS 
"It it the policy of the Board of Trustees of State CoHeges and of each of 
its member State Colleges, effective September 20,1979, that strudents 
or former students at any of the State Colleges who are listed by the 
financial office of said State rCoUege as) hAving .l!DP~id..,<;iebts ,for tuitjon, 
room, board, medical or oth<?r·C:<>llege related chargeswhere said debts 
nave not been discharged by operation of law or where deferred 
payment of said debts has not been agreed to be said College will not (1) 
be issued any diploma to which said students might otherwise be 
entitled; (2) be permitted to register for any program at ?\.ny State College 
RECYCLING STOP 
RA YNHAM, MASS. - Cast your vote during November for preserving 
our country's energy resources by getting on the recycling bandwagon. 
Recycling aluminum saves our country 95(~n of the energy required to 
make new aluminum products from bauxite are. 
Canvass your neighborhood and town for recyclable aluminum and 
bring it to a local Reynolds Aluminum Recycling stop. Also an attractive 
fund raiser, Reynolds guarantees consumers, whatever their political 
persuasion, a 23 cents per pound market for all-aluminum produccts. 
In addition to all-aluminum bE'lIerage caris and other clean household 
aluminum products, such as pie plates, foil, frozen food and dinner trays 
and dip, pudding and meat containers, Reynolds recycles certain other 
aluminum items--including siding, gutters, storm door and window 
frames, lawn furniture tubing and aiuminum castings--which are also 
worth 23 cents a pound if properly prepared. This aluminum should be 
free of all foreign materials, cut to lengths not exceeding three feet, and 
should not be mixed with aluminum cans. 
Any person or group who elect to join this important campaign may 
bring their used aluminum to the Reynolds mobile van when it stops 
locally. 
The Reynolds mobile unit will be at the Raynham Shopping Center 
Friday, November 9 from 10:00-11:00 a.m. 
.. SENIOR EDUCATION MAJORS 
There is an excellent booklet to help you in your job search this year. It 
is entitled ASCUS 80, Teaching Opportunities For You, and it is 
availabl.e in the Career Planning and Placement Office. Some of the 
topics covered are: Factors used to select teacher candidates, the 
resume, getting a job, the interview & how to prepare for it, overseas 
opportunities, alternatives, and certification offices in the U.S.A. 
This booklet will be of great help. Stop in today to pick up your copy. 
for which said students might otherwise be eligible; and (3) be furnishedd SOUTHEAS"lI:..KN MASS. LUNG ASSOCIA TION 
a certified copy of any State College transcript (unless said transcript is The Massachusetts Thoracic Society, an association ot physicians, 
needed to obtain any benefits related to serviece in the United States nurses and therapists specializing in respiratory diseases, has issued its 
armed forces) although said students wi!! be entitled,upon written annual i fluenza immunization alert: The Society serves as the medical 
request, to inspect and review uncertified l~opies of their transcripts." section·f the American Lung Association of Massachusetts and is 
.......... : ............................................ , ......... :.:. .. ~ ... :::.: .. :............................................. concern·.U that the elderly and those with respiratory disease problems 
NEW TRENDS IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT be proJ:erly immunized against the annual incidence of influenza. The 
'1 here are· some significant changes now taking place regarding Massachusetts Department of Public Health expects a mild outbreak of 
employment with the federal government. The newest trends are given influenza this year, based on studies of last year's incidence around the 
below to help new coll~ge graduatE.'s in their c'areer planning. world. 
1. The PACE (Professional and Administrative Career Exam) will only Dr .. AIIf?n T ogut, a chest surgeon from Brockton Hospital and 
be given one time this year in March 1980. Announcements will be in c .0' president of the Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association 
Januar.y. The PACE is the standard entry level test for nearly all feder~1 1 i (SEMLA) urged his fellow physicians in respiratory diseases to obtain the 
agencies. ' . needed vaccine and to prepare for the proper immunization of those 
2. The Civil Service Commission is now two separate'bffices: Office of patients who might be at risk of becoming infected as the influenza, 
Personnel Management (PM) and the Merit Board. The OPMis the season dPproaches. The segment of our population most likely at risk 
agency which works with colleges and agencies regarding manpowere includes those who have any chronic respiratory disorder, those 
needs and hiring procedures._ with heart disease, diabetes or anemia. Older persons, particularly those 
3 The Social Security Administration (the largest agency using the over age 65, are also susceptible. 
PACE in ) has been given the oday to discontinue using Pace in favor of Dr. T ogut also recommends that those persons who provide essential 
other application procedures. The one in most lavor appears to be an community services or those who may be at increased risk of exposure 
application/qualifications brief in which the ':applicant gives his/her such as those who are medical care personnel should also be vaccinated. 
experiences and skills and is rated upon these. IF favorable, an interview Only one dose of vaccine is necessary for those 27 years of age and 
is ex!ended and hiring mayor may not result. older. Those under 27 who did not receive at least one dose last year will. 
4. Decentralization of the hiring process is the new direction.. More require two doses this year; Since the vaccine is produced in a chicken 
agencies w.ill be responsible for announcing their vacancies, establishing er'noryo, those who an. allergic to eggs or egg products should not be 
proc~~ures.,.a,nd,Qin~c::th~re ... :9f importance to students~ is:. . .• . given the flu vaccine;, 
, Studlimts interested in speCific agencies will be expected to do more of A new pneumococcal pneumonia is now" available and this 
their own direct. contact with those agencies. And this is being immunization can be carried out at the same time. In many communities, 
·encouraged. local boards of health are planning to conduct public clinics for senior 
5. There is now an overall freeze on federal hiring. President Carter citizens to administer both the influenza and pneumonia vaccine. 
has put a ceiling on the number of employees allo~.Qed in each agency The Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association (SEMLA) has a 
(Spetember '77 level) that extends to September '81. Each agency will pamphlet available entitled "Facts About Pneumococcal Pneumonia" 
have to deal with its limitations to the best of its abiltiy. and anyone wishing a copy may contact'them at P.O. Box 43, 
6. The federal government is increasing its commitment toil providing Middleboro"Ma. 02346. 
opportunities for experiential education within its ranks, e.g., volunteer ........................................................................................................................ _ 
services, internships, cO'operative education. V.MASS. LECTURE SERIES 
If there are any questions on this, please feel free to' contact the Career November 13: Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. to speak about "The Kennedy 
Planning and Placement Office in the Student Union. . Years in Retrospect" in University of Massachusetts Series of 
••.••••.•••••••••••••..•.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.• , •• :; •.• : •• ;.-..;; •• ,;, .• :;.; •••• , ••.••• ;,' •.• ", •.• ;.! .• ; Distinguished Lectures "John F. Kennedy and His Legacy" to 
SENIORS . .. . , ':: ... 1 •. • .. r ,-'" 'J,:, :,,:c.:Orn.rnemorate opening of John F. Kennedy Library at 3 p.m. Auditorium 
The United States Social Security office'; is'fCurrrentlyad::epting j>;,!!.: ,tHO'Building, Harbor Campus, U. Mass/Boston. For more information: 
applications for the position of Claims Representative. The:Po'sitibFls'WiIl .: -,u!,,2&1,,1900. 
be throughout New England. Starting salary is $11,243 pervearandd:~ui~;).J1.jr::Lt:.~ ....... , .. ~ .............. ""' .. ;; .. ;.' .. , ......... ;: ..... -....... ~ ........ ::.. ............... . 
starting date is after next sprin~s graduation. To g~t an applicaJion;call ., "":"'!TiJrbItING 
Me Fahey or Mr. McCloud at the Brockton field office. The liumber i.s· I' d 
588.7849. Applications and requests must be. in by the end of the mQ.nth; Needed-High· . school study skills tutor· Brockton Area ntereste 
Specific information on what a claims representative does is avaHalbe in students,. please ~ont~ct Dorie AuCoin in the Admissions office in Tilly. 
the Career Planning arid Placement office on the ground {loor of the .: ....................................................................................................................... . 
UNion. ~. LAW DAY AT B.U. 
... , .. At least forty law schools. will be represented at Law Day at Boston 
HOL Y LAND TOUR 
Professor Robert Briggs of the Bridgewater Foreign Language 
. Department will be hosting a "Bible Lands Journey/I scheduled to depart 
,on December 1979. This eight·day tour will feature visits to Jordan, 
Jerusalem, Nazareth aDd Bethlehem. Faculty and students who might 
be interested in participating in this tour of the Holy Land are cordially 
invited to contact Professor Briggs for further details. Professor Bridggs 
may be reache.d at. 697·8321,ext. 342 (Office), or 697·7685 (Home). 
········NEED··iNFoRMA"iIONi?;:,vcIIfPJPiRNdtii:WHERt:io·:GO' 
FOR ANSWERS?';- \"' ..... ,']\.~.\, \ ... ,: . 
If you have any questions about the various teacher education programs 
at B.S.C., there is someone who cari help. DR. Ray Harper, Dean of 
Professional Education, Open office hours every Moriday 9·11 or by 
appointment Room L·311. 
SOCIAL ACTION CLUB 
The Social Action Club is a club that is made up of Anthropotogy, 
Sociology, and Social Work majors. We have many activiteis plcmned for 
ollr following year and could use as much help as.possible. Come, all are 
welcome;helpus help others. EveryTuesday at 11:00 in the library L-5. 
.... -~ .. -.............................. -,.-~-- ............ -_ .... -....... -........... ~,.' ....................... -.................. _ .............................. -.................. _ ............................... .. 
The'WritingCenter at Bridgewater .StateCoUege exists to pr0vide 
stu?~nts with tutorialbelp in writIng. Students are free to drop in during 
Wrltmg Center hours and qiscuss their writing problems and to arrange 
a schedule of t.utorial sessions. The Writing Center hours for the Fall 
~979 semester are: ' , 
Monday 8:00-11:00 AM 
Tuesday 9:(lO· 3:00 PM 
Wednesday 8:00 . 1:00 PM 
Thursday 9:00· 3:00 PM 
{if1day8:00 .. t!:OO AM 
" •• l 
University on November 2. The undergraduate Pre·Law Societies of 
Boston University 'invite all pre· law . and other interested students to 
,attend. Ther will be an exhibit and interviews in the Ballroom on the 
Second Floor of the George Sherman Union (student Union Building) 
775 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston form 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and a 
reception from 2 to 4 p.m. "This is an excellent opportunit~ to gain 
valuable. information to help the student choose the appropnate Law 
School," Dean Jordan D. Fiore, p,re·law advisor stated. 
········iiiJMA~~·PEiiFOiiMANCE·iAB······················· ............................ . 
The Human Performance Lab in Kelly Gymnasium will be open to all 
B.S.C. students on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons 
from 3-5. 
CHI--ALPHA 
Everyone is welcome to Chi·Alpha, a transdenominational full gospel 
Christian fellowship. We meetTlles at 11:00 in S.U. 205. Come. and meet 
some new friends! 
_~ _ .. ~ ................ ~. __ .. ___ .. ~ __ .... _ .. _ .. _. ~._ .. _____ 0 .. _. ___ ..... 1!' •• " ............... _._,. ..... ,._ .. _,. _ ...... __ • ___ ... __ ............. _ .. _ ... ·0 .. " -_.- ...... . 
FORENSIC SOCIETY 
The BSC Forensic Society invites all students of all majors to become 
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group 
• Discussion Oral Interpretation, and Acting, the Forensic Society is for 
you. Com~etitions are held 'on weekends. A "Yorking schedule for this 
semester includes trips· to Fitchburg Stat~ College, SOl,1,thern 
ConnectkutState,Bloomsburg Pennsylvania, and the University of 
mass~chusetts· at Amherst .. Any interested student should contact a 
member of the society or David Correira. Meetings are held on 
Thursdays at 11:00 in the PIT (across from the Communication Office). 
CARPENTER'S SHOP 
We are an interdenQmial national Christian fellowship sharing the Lord 
with each other. We meet Tuesday at 11:00 in Lounge 4 across from the 




(Cont. from p.3) 
only halt that many votmg m anyone 
eledion. 
If. you have any feelingr sense of 
duty regarding voting, (as you 
should) then it would be worth 
your time and effort to register. The 
Bridgewater Town Office Building is 
located at the intersection of School 
and Bedford (Rt. 18) Streets., and is 
open from 9-5, Monday through 
Fridays _and 6:30-8 on Monday 
evenings. Ron Adams, the Town 
Clerk, will be very happy to talk to 
anyone who is interested. 
It should be noted that anyone 
who registers to vote in Bridgewater 
will be giving up voting rights in their 
home towns. lndividuals will have to 
decide whether it is more important 
to help influence decisions in 
Bridgewater which will affect them 
for nine months of the year, or at 
home which will effect them for the 
remaining trhrep 
The Legislative Affairs Commit! ec 




Good arguments are being made 
both for and against the proposed 
foreign language GER. But the 
arguements are based on opinion 
and, sound as the opinions may 
appear. many are not based on 
facts. 
For instance ,some people have 
argued 'in favor of the GER because 
language is allegedly an entrance 
requirement at good graduate 
schools. Yet, research proves that 
graduate programs hree at BSC, at 
Harvard University, Princefon 
University, Boston University and 
Northeastern University do not 
require entering students to 
demonstrate foreign language 
proficiency. 
Another reason for supporting 
theGER is that language is useful in 
graduate school and that, by 
requiring language, BSC will 
prepare students for graduate work. 
Yet, research also proves that fewer 
than lO% of BSC students go on to " 
graduate school.· Shoulld 
something essential for 10% of 
students be required of 100%? 
BSC: According to Mrs, Wagner of 
the office of the Graduate School, 
none of the 30 graduate programs' 
here have foreign language as an 
entrance requirement' And of the 30 
programs only six require language 
p~()ficjency before grantinq an MA. 
Harvard University: mNot one 'of our 
programs 'require foreign language 
as a criterion for admittance."·· 
Janet Sawyer, Dean oC. the 
Graduate School of Arts And 
Sciences; H.U. 
Princeton University: Petersons 
Annual Guide.to Graduate School 
clearly shows that language IS not an 
entrance requirement at Princeton. 
Boston University: "Foreign 
language is not an entrance 
requirement for any of our 
programs"··Susan Perry, Graduate 
School' of Arts and SCiences, B.U. 
l"lortheastern University: 
"Certain majors require language 
ability before graduation, but not as 
an entrance requirement."··Debbie 
Hartry, Asst. Director of Graduate 
School of Ayts and Sciences, N.U. 
An average of fewer than 10% of 
BSC undergraduates go on to 
graduate work within a span of 
several years ::tfter leaving BSC. 
Dean Martha Jones, who has 
compiled statistics concerning this 
matter, said that "fewerv. tha 100 
. students a year" go on from BSC 
undergraduate programs to. MA 
programs. And Mr. Sigciganoviz, 
Career Planning. and Placement, 
BSC, said that only "3t06 per centgo 
o n tog r a d u at esc h 0 0 I . " 
Sigciganovic got these figures from 
surveys compiled by BSC annually, 
in accordance with a state bpolicy re 





A new brochure availableat the circulation desk of the Clement C. 
Maxwell Library explains the services of Southeastern Massachusetts 
Cooperating Libraries, bet1er known as SMC.. 
In existence sinced968, SMCL offers students. faculty members and 
other users of each o[ its member libraries the resources of all of them. 
Materials may either be borrowed in person b~' presentation of one's 
college ID card, or a free inter-institutional delivery service may be 
utilized. It i~ also possible to arrange for photocopying of materials at any 
member library upon payment of a nominal fee. 
Bridgewa;er's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000 
volumes available to members of the college community. Participating 
institutions in additon to Bridgewater, are Southeastern Massachusetts 
University, Stonehill College, Wheaton College, Brockton Public 
Library, Brockton VA Medical Center Library and Taunton Public 
Library. 
.. . .. . . .... . " .... '" ....... ,..... ..... Social Work Majors: 
We are planning a party for sometime in November An\lone 
interested in coming please write name, adress, phone and cla~s ye~r on 
sign up sheet in social work department, 3rd fooorin the library. We also 
need people who are willing to help by bringing a" dish" or "goodines". If 
so, contact Sheila Tiberi or Nancy Camacho. (697-7905). Remember this 
:s you r .party. 
GRADUATION 
Students planning May 1980 graduation must gave a degree application 
card filed in the Registrar's office no later than Monday, December 3, 
1979. Thank you very much for your help. 
BSC JAZZ BAND 
Looking for new member:;. Don't put your instrument away j'ust because 
you're in college·C'mon down at 4: 15·5:30 pm Tues and Thurs. in 
Tillinghast-Tl or contact Prof. Gannon ext293 or Steve Mills, Scott HaH 
Room 307 ext. 356,357. All are welcome· Especially needed: trombones, 
pianist , tuba and saxes. 
FREE TUITION 
Join the Massachusetts National Guard and receive 1009'0 free tuition to 
any state funded college or university. 
Participating Colleges are: 
Berkshire Community College 
Bristol Community College, Bunker Hill Community College, Cape Cod 
Community College, Greenfield Community College, Holyoke 
Community College, Massachusetts Bay Community College, 
Massasoit Community College, Middlesex Community College, Mount 
Wachusett Community College, Northern Essex Community College, 
North Shore Community College, Quinsigamond Community College, 
Springfield Tech. Community College, Roxbury.Community College, 
University of Lowell, Southeastern Massachusetts University, 
University of Massachusetts·Boston, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst, Fitchburg State College, Westfield State College, Bridgewater 
State College, North· Adams State College,Ma~~achusetts Maritip1e 
Academy, Massachusetts School of Art, Worcester State College, 
Salem State College, Boston State College, and Framingham State 
College. Call toll free 1-800-683-7600. 
LEISURE GUIDANCE WORKSHOPS 
T:he Center for Leisure GU.idance sponsors a workshop on SENSING 
on November 10. Are your senses dulled? Are you unable to relax and let 
the world· in? Would you like to examine the interplay between the 
senses, emotions, and the body? Let the richness of life unfold ... for more 
information call 266-4646. 
NA TIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
The National Research Council plans to award approximately 25' 
Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minorities in a new program designed to 
provide opportunities for continued education and experience in 
research to Black Americans, Mexican Americans/Chicanos, Puerto 
Ricans, and Native Americans. Fellowship recipients will be selected 
from among scientists, engineers, and humanities scholars who show 
greatest promise of future achievement in academic research and 
scholarship in higher education. 
In this national competition supported by the Ford Foundation, 
citizens of the United States who are members o£.one of the designatea 
minority groups, who are engaged in college or university teaching, and 
who hold doctoral degrees may apply for a fellowship award of· one 
year's duration. New doctorate recipients who intend to pursue' careers 
as college or university faculty members will also be considered. 
Awards will be made in the areas of behavioral and social sciences, 
humanities, engineering sciences, mathematics, physical sciences, life 
sciences, and for interdisciplinary programs of study. Awards will not be 
made in professions such as medicine, law, or social work, or in such 
areas as educational administration, curriculum supervision, or 
personnel and guidance. Tenure or a fellowship-provides postdoctoral 
research experience at an appropriate nonprofit institution of the 
Fellow's_ choice, such as a research university, government laboratory, 
privately'-sponsored nonprofit institute, or a center for advanced study 
such as the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Scip.nces, Palo 
Alto, California; the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New 
Jersey; the Institute for Research on Poverty of the Unhzersity of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; the Newberry Library, Chicago, 
Illinois; and the Woodrow Wilson Centerfor Scholars, Washington D.C. 
The deadline date for the submission of applicati01l)s is February I, 
1980. Further information and application materials may be obtained 
from the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418. 
ASSOCIATES FOR HUMAN RESOURCES 
A decade ago Gestalt therapists were considered upstarts in the 
psychological community. Now, ten years later, the original teachers 
have become honored professionals for their innovative and novel 
approaches to mental health. Joseph Zinker, who is one of the original 
masters, will be in Cambridge, Saturday, November 17 giving a 
lecture/demonstration on the "experiments" which is one of the most 
exciting aspects of Gestalt therapy. 
The lecture/demonstration is being sponsored by Associates for 
Human Resources, Inc. AHR is an educational center located in 
Concord, Mass. and provides a variety of different psychological 




[Commentary is a feature of The Comment which provides an open 
forum for all :nembers of the college community. The opinions 
expressed herem are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
express the opinion of The Comment.] 
by Susan M. French 
In view of the recent developments on this campus, I feel the need to 
;vlrlrp<;<; ~ <;Ilhip.ct which I have 10nQ wanted to direct some comments at. 
The motto of Bridgewater State College is, "Not to be Ministered 
Unto, But to Minis+er." When I first arrived here some three years 
aqo.that motto immediatelv caotured mv idealistic: fasc:ini'ltinn i'lnrl marie 
me have hOl?e for this ;nstitution of higher learning. "Such a progressive, 
open· minded attitude", I thought.l translated that motto Into a message 
of student leadership, of equal opportunitv for students, of liberty and 
freedom for students. What a grave mistake in mlf tudgement. . 
My first year and a half I spent isolated from any activities of campus. 
My Freshman year was chalked up to experience, and,-as I commuted, 
my chances of ever wanting to find out things were' greatlyreduced'.lrt 
my second year, I moved info an apartment off-campus, and in aCtuality, :, 
started the entire tamlllarlZatlon process all over again. Hy the time 
Januar~ rolled around, I had had enough of my laziness and started to 
attend Student Government reetings, recommended to me by a 
classmate. I was intri£ued by the Senate's undertakings, and was elected 
to it in my Junior year. 
My experience in SGA has made me realize some absolutely 
incredible things; policies and procedures that would astound anyone, 
yet they occur with such demented silence and frequency that' no one 
bats an eye. Perhaps a large portion of the injustice at this school can be 
attributed to the fact that it is a state institution; state mandated, state 
run. state controlled. Often times, students, faculty, and administratores 
are fighting the same foe--the state. But more than often we are not. 
By virtue of my current position on Student Government, r have had 
the opportunity to watch the most unconstitutional wrongs, the most 
uncivil behaviour of alleqed leaders. the most qod-like attitude of those 
administrators who take each breath sincerely believing that they are on 
a pedestal so high and so beyond the reach of any mere college student 
that they do not have to bother defending their actions. At this point, let 
me state that ther are some administrators (and faculty) at this college 
that any private school would love to have. I do feel that these people 
know who they are, and the students know who they are. The problem is 
the other sector of higher ups who are selfish, inconsiderate mentors of 
civil and emotional sin. And the problem is that many of those people are 
the ones who decide MY fate, ones I work with on a day·to·day basis. 
And I am just waiting for them to slit my throat, the first chcmce they get. 
I entered Student Government intending to minister, like my beloved 
motto. I soon found out that I had no mor~ chance of ministering 
anything than 1 had of becoming President of the college next year. The 
administration ministers, and damnit, ministers unjustly. They compose 
all the rules that we use in this four year game (believe me, they 
treat it as a game ... of Russian Roulette, witl-t the gun fu\\y loaded), 
. then they;jnterp~et·theru}es·anyway they want;~Wherejsmy . 
freedom? Where is my chance to'havea say? Is it in STu-dent Government 
where the positions of SGA are completely overlooked time and again, 
and veteran members are black-listed? Is that why the administration 
makes every effort each and every year to alienate each and· every 
student they possibly can against certain governing bodies on campus, 
or try to put other students in their back pocket with promises of 9009-
fhtngs to come'! How many alumni now have jobs at this school? How 
many got their jobs with the proper hiring practices.followed? ]s thatwhy 
the administration violated its own handbook, New Dimensions when 
they ordered the Dorm Council to hOld a hearing, when the matter was in 
the jurisdiction of the SGA court, according to New Dimensions? And to 
think that an administrator had to lie to a memQ.~LQfJhat Judicial b9Qy 
to finally convince him that it was acceptable to have the hearing in 
that court. Yes, that did occur, and the evidence is currently in Federal 
District court because someone luckily reached an attorney before it was 
to late ... this time. Certainly caught the big boys with their pants down. 
The Blomquist Case has make headlines in this weekly publication, as 
well it should. Student Government is supporting this man's suit against 
the school because his constitutional rights were violated countless 
times. The criminal aspects of the case are of no concern to SGA, but the 
fact that, finally, someone has stood up to the deceit of the 
administration concerns us greatly. In most instances, students get 
bounced out of their dorm rooms, or out of school completely without 
anyone knowing a thing about it. I guess this time the situation with the 
administration was comparable to Nixon .. .THEY FINALLY GOT 
CAUGHT. Mr Blomquist is not the only student to ever be emotionally 
abused or treated like a. piece of meat with absolutely no rights; it 
happens every single day. Just look around you; of you live on campus, 
~ou probably know of someone who got nabbed and thrown out the 
next day. Perhaps what the student was doing was wrong, but why does 
the administration have to stoop to illegal tactics to remove these 
individuals? Don't they think that the student .bocly .. has "enoush 




On Friday,October 26th, 
Bridgewater State College students 
crowded the Student Union foyer to 
listen to Phillip Crane,who is the 
candidate for the office of the 
Presidency, speak about issues 
concerning the nation in 1980. 
Phillip Crane is the Republican 
United States Congressman from 
Illinois. 
-. . 
Phillip Crane feels that the three 
basic areas for concern during this 
presidential campaign are; the state 
of our domestic economy, our 
military preparedness, and our 
foteign policy or absence of one. He 
believes that most of the areas of 
concern have a basis in our 
economic situation. He stressed the 
importance of understanding "the 
common sense" aspects of 
economics as a measure of solving 
other problems. 
"Inflation is savaging pensions, 
insurance,savings and earnings. If 
we don't deal with it we're going to 
see a continual erosion of the health 
of our economy," M~. Crane 
declared. 
Mr. Crane said that there was a 
deficiency in dealing with the 
problem, on the part of the 
administration, in that they are 
messing the source. There is an 
expansion of the money supply on 
excess of the sountry'sproductivity. 
There are two ways of dealing with 
the national debt, outlined by Mr. 
Crane; by the printing, of more 
money and by way of loans. 
Through printing more money, 
the value of money decreases. "If we 
flirt with the destruction with the 
i'If we flirt with the seshuctionoi 
the integrity of our money we 
simultaneously jeopardize the 
stability of our political institutions," 
said Phil Crane. 
Tt\~"ex.pressed concernover the 
fact that peopie whopractice; thrift. 
saving, and hard work are 
"penalized" through taxation. 
He added,"When we create all 
those incentives for debt, this 
doesn't add anything to the 
productive growth 0 of the country, 
We've got to first balance our 
federal budget." 
He said that he had,at one time, 
introduced an amendment that 
would fix the percentage that the 
American federal government can 
spend, so that the government 
could only grow as the country and 
people as whole grow. 
Mr. Crane supports increases in 
investment tax credit, the 
elimination of taxation of interests 
on savings, the preservation of the 
incentives for producing capital, and 
an increses in oil production on the 
United States. 
"We can't conserve our way out. 
We can produce our way out of the 
problem. We must get the 
government out of the' energy 
industry and get dereguilation, "Mr. 
Crane said,"Our future still lies a 
head of us. We are still a young 
country." 
Phil Crane ended his talk with 
questions and ,answers from the 
listeners, before leaving to another 
appointment. . any rate, was there a hearing for your friend who got bounced out of 
here? Was there proper notification? According to New Dimensions, 
there has· to be a hearing before any action can be taken. What •• • a ••• a. a ............... . 
happened with Blomquist? Bounced out the day following his' : The Comment: 
a~rest. No hearing. Nothing. It. happens all the time.. • 
1 have yet to see any students actually mInlstermg on thIS campus, but 1 a.a Needs Artie sts ,_.- I 
have seen them all ministered unto by the dictates of the Boyden Hall 
Five. This fall suddenly some people are doing something about the :. w. · 
injustice and discrimmination against students. And these people arE' a. rlters, : 
going to be persecuted if there is any possible way to get it done by the • . h : 
administration, because they are the UNDESIREABLES. The majority: Pllotograp ers: 
of students simply want their education without any hassles, but how • • 
many of them get mistreated, and they never understand why? Plenty. :a and, Oth-er .•. 
Let me tell everyone that these concerned people are not going to s~op 
stop fighting those villains at Boyden Hall (and they know who they are) : Workers : 
, who insist on kicking every person out of here t~at they decide they don't:· • : 
like. Hopefully more students will realize that they have rights; yes, we. • • 
are people too, much to the regret ofthe administration, and that there is '.: M t· : :tf~~~::~ ~ot~hSG~o~f~~~ ~~~n~~~~c: :e~~i~hfcohmy~~t;~~, f;~,e:~ ~~:: t le1"eOOlngs : 
them for advice; Talk to your friends and be informed of what is: a '. :a. m. : 
happening on campus. Ignorance is what the administration feeds on. • T· d· • 
And rememberthat you pay to attend this school, and that you have the: on . ues alJS : 
right to minister, and that you won't take being ministred unto anymore ..•••• a a ••••••.••••••• J •••• ~ 
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The Arts 
Rock At 26 
BOOTLEGS, TAPES, RAPES AND TUSK 
by J. McDonald 
Foreigner will be featured in a nationwide live broadcast on November 
15. The concert, which will be broadcast locally on WBCN (Boston), 
WAQY (Springfield) and WBRU (providence), will originate from the 
Omni in Atlanta. Starting time is 10 p. m. Stock up now on blank tapes for 
this t;:oncert. 
Actress Carrie Snodgrass is claiming that record producer Jack 
Nitzsche raped her last June with the barrel of a pistol. What bearing 
does this have on the music world, you ask? Very little except that 
Snodgrass lived with Neil Young for six years (o'-!t of which camP. a son, 
Zeke) and Nitzsche has worked on some of Young's albums. Wasn't it 
Alice who once said, "Curiouser and Curio user"? . 
Fleetwood Mac's new album, "Tusk", was hot before it was released to 
the public. The record was leaked to and played byRKO radio st~tio:ns 
across the country including those in Los Angeles, New Yort;.: and 
Boston. The "bootleg" was aired on RKO stations on October 3, five 
days before the national distribution to stores. Warner Brothers is 
contemplating legal action. 
"T usk" is an album that has been shaded in controversy for quite some 
.time. The album (their first since "Rumors")is . a two-record set 
containing 20 songs, a lot of paper paraphenelia inside the jacket and has 
a manufacturer's list price of $15.98.15 it worth the money? By all means, 
yes! "Tusk" is to Fleetwood Mac what the White Album was to the 
Beatles. . 
The album is not all traditional Fleetwood Mac (especially those songs 
by Lindsey Buckingham). The format is still there, the beauty is still 
there, yet there is something hauntingly different about this album that 
sets it apart (and, I feel, above) previous efforts (even "Rumors"). Sid.e 
One opens with a mellow ballad, "Over and Over", sung by the sultr~1 
voice of Christine McVie. This is followed up by "The Ledge", a song wit'll 
a country feel to it. The country and western flavor is so evident that ·it 
. sounds. like a Johl!_pel}ver song. On a Fleetwood Mac album? 
"Think About Me"(McVie) is an upbeat rocker, as are "Sa·ve Me A 
Place"(Buckingham) and "Sara"(Nicks). Whenever I listen toa song that 
was written by Stevie Nicks, I feel that I am listening to Renaissance 
without th? strings. This song is no exception. Side Two opens with 
"What Makes You Think You're the One"{BuckinghamL a song that is 
confusingly written and executed. There is no real way to describe it; it 
has to be heard to be deciphered. "That's all for 
Everyone"(Buckingham) sounds very Lennon and McCartneyish, while 
"Not That Funny"(Buckingham) and "Sisters of the Moon"(Nicks) sound 
like HI Don't Want to Know" and "Rhiannon" respectively. 
Side Three commences with the current single. "Angel"(Nicks). 
'That's Enough For Me"(Buckingham) is a tune that cries out to be 
turned into an electric rocker. Instead ·it appears as an acoustic 
rocker(?). "Brown Eyes" and "Never Make Me Cry", both by McVie, are 
typical of all her songs: beautiful love songs that border on blues. The 
album side closes out with HI KnowTm WroI1g", another Buckingham 
composition, that sounds like "I Don't Want to Know", It amazes me how 
much mileage can be sucked out of one melody. 
zthe final side of the album begins with "Honey Hj"(McVie) an upbeat 
song that seem to symbolize the feeling of thew hole album .. But the 
most beautiful song on the album is Ste\}ieNotks' ;'Beailtiful Child". The 
vocals are hauntingly touching; causing a shiver to ripple up and down 
one's spine: The music is simple in structure, yet in this case, it is 
effective. Lindsay Buckingham contributes his best work on the album in 
the form of "Walk a Thin Line" and the titletrack, 'Tusk". The former is a 
bluesy tune while the latter sounds like a piece of the South African 
national anthem. Und~r the powerfur drumming oTMick Fleetwood, the 
heavy handed bass of John McVie and the miscellaneous instruments of 
the U.S.C. Trojan Marching Band, ther lurks some sensitive lyrics. The 
album comes to its ultimate ending in the . form of ~INever 
~Forget"(McVie)t a song which seems to symbolize the bands rebirth and 
also predict that there is more to come in the future. 
After reading these. comments, you might be tempted to think that 1 
am too critical of the record. and I don't like it. If that is what you think, 
then I am afraid that you are wrong. I Like the album very, VERY much. 
However. fans of the band may tend to shy away from it because of the 
varying styles of music that appear in the form of miniscule grooves.lt is 
their finest hour(give or take a few minutes}. And the $15.98 price tag? 
. WELL WORTH THE MONEY(and when I am willing to spend sixteen 
hard-earned bucks on one album, it must be good!). 
Next time I will devote the entire space to a review of Fleetwood Mac's 
Nov. 22 Providence Civic Center concert. If you wereIucky enough to . 




The Ensemble Theatre would like 
to thank everyone for making "Man 
of La Mancha" such a tremendous 
success. And now the theatre is 
ready to announce its second show 
of the season. On December 6,7 and 
8, they will be performing "Mother 
Courage"·. This play by Bertolt 
Brecht. is a beautiful and moving 
story, chronicling a family's struggle 
through the thirty years war. 
The part of Mother Courage will 
be played by Lisa Caron, and 
Stephen Gormley and Tom Sullivan 
will play her two sons, Elif and Swiss 
Cheese. Marcie Miles will portray 
her deaf-mute daughter, Kattrin and 
Ray Superenant, the Chaplain. 
Mary Pio and Randy Doyle come 
straight from "Man of La Mancha" 
to the roles of Yvette and the cook. 
Other members of the cast 
include, Sally Richardson, Paul 
Healy. Donald Baillargeon, Craig 
Truax, Mark Pawlak, Allen 
Flemming, Ben Silva, leo Wiltshire, 
Mike Belliveau, Adrith McCartney 
and Donna Corio. 
The show is being directed by Dr. 
R00ert Friedman of the 
Communications department. 
It is a touchy piece of theatre filled 
with music, and bound to be the 
second success of the season for the 
Ensemble Theatre. 
There's Still Room 
The Bse Ensemble Theatre 
would like to announce that there 
are still five seats available for their 
New York City day trip. The bus 
The BSe Ensemble Theatre 
would like to announce that there 
are five seats available for their New 
York day trip on Saturday , 
November 10. The bus will be 
leaving the Student Union at 6am on 
Saturday and will leave New York 
City at midnight, after allowing a full 
day of sightseeing, shopping and 
Broadway shows. 
The price per person is$15, which 
includes the bus ri'de to' and from 
NYC. Once there, we are free to 
explore in any way we choose. 
Anyone interested should call 
697-8321 ext. 213 to have a seat 
reserved. . 
17th Century Relived 
A live performance of "Music and 
Dance of Seventeenth Century 
New England" will be presented at 
the Brockton Art Center by the 
PHmoth Plantation Dance 
Comp2lnieon Sunday, November 
18'at3·p.m. 
-r.,e ·Hvely group of men and 
\.uorT~eil wlllperform seventeenth-
centLii:y English songs and dance in 
authentic· period costumes. Songs, 
slories an,p, good humored banter in 
s2venteen~h·century dialect will be 
. interspersed with the dances. 
This perfomance is in conjunction 
with the ongoing exhibition, 
"Craftsmen and Community: 
Seventeenth· Century Pilgrim 
Furniture", at the Art Center 
through November 30. 
Tickets for "Music and Dance of 
Seventeenth-Century New 
England" are $2.50 for members and' 
$3 for non-members. 
For further information, call 588· 
6000. 
Dance . Group 
Needs Musicians 
The Creative Dance Group has 
an important announcement. 
We are looking for musicians.> If 
you play a wind, string, or an' 
unknown in5trument, and are 
interested in accompanying the 
Dance Group, we would like to hear 
from. you. Please contact Pamela 
Bracco by leaving your name and 
number in the· Creative Dance 
Group mailbox at the Student 
Union information ·booth or call 
ProfessorWeJls in Communications 
Arts and Sciences, ext 247. 
All new members of Dance 
Group should come toour Meetings 
. as we are now planning for the 
annual Christmas processionaL 
Airplay 
by leo Wiltshire 
Once again it is time for "Airplay", the article that puts you inside 
WBIM 91.5 FM, your student radio station. 
If you are interested in finding out what has just been released, 
Thursday is the day that new albums arrive at BIM and Doug Schorr 
samples them on-the-air. If you enJoy brand new music by the major rock 
groups and album spotlights, listen to Doug's show every Thursday 
afternoon from 3-6. 
WBIM can always use help with news, special projects , Take 55. etc. If 
you are interested in news broadcasting, come up to our offices on the 
third floor of the Student Union and ask for Gene Manning. He can help 
you get started. WBIM needs you! 
This week's album feature is a mystery, even to me, because I am not 
going to choose it; you are. During "Satyr Day-Nite Hysteria", listeners 
will be asked to call in and vote for one of six albums. Right now Ikon't 
know exactly which albums will be up for the voting, but rest assured, I 
will choose them wisely. So tune in and call our number, 697-8321 'ext. 
487 and vote for the album that you will \.Vant to hear at lOpm. 
There will be an extra feature album on Sunday.at lOpm. It is called 
"The Best Of The Boston Beat: A Collection of Boston Rock and Roll". 
The album spotlights twelve local rock band~ with the potential! to make 
it big. This set was put together by leslie P31miter of WCOZ and includes 
such bands as; Luna, The Fools, The Atlantics, The Stompers, 
Thundertrain,etc. It is a fine collection of exceptional local music. 
As you may know, WBIM 91.5 FM IS getting a power increase. During 
the spring we will be getting new equipment that will boost our output to 
100 watts. This equipment is expected to be installed sometime during 
April or May. BIM will remain on-the·air at this time and for most of the 
summer while the increase is being tested. It is not yet definite as to how 
much further we will be broadcasting, but the increase is expected to add 
3-4 miles to our distance. So next fall you can be ~sure of hearing a 
stronger, better sounding WBIM. Thanks to Dr. R. Vena for the avove 
information. 
Ever wanted to be a D.J., or to even just try it? WBIM presents "The 
Amateur Hour". Each week a BSC student is invited up to our studio to 
spin his or her music and dialogue for an hour. To apply, leave your 
name, local address and phone number in the Student Union Info Booth. 
"The Amateur Hour"is heard every Thursday night at 7:00 with Jim Parr. 
Ted Nugent says, "Anybody who wants to get mellow can turn around 
and get the f--ck out of here!". However, if you like to wake up to mellow, 
WBIM has the morning team for you. Tune in at 9am each c;iay and listen 
to the music of Rick Rice, M;;\rk Cincotta, Walter- Buckingham, The 
Grinch or Herman Miles. Each day these BIM jocks spin all the tunes for 
you to stretch and yawn to. -
Happy Birthday to 81M jock, Andrea Richard. She is 24 years old as of 
November 3. 
Tooday's DJ profile is of statiol1 manager, Chip Barone. Chip was 
born on May 17, 1958. His zodiac sign is Taurus, which explains why 
Chip is always bull. His year of graduation is currently up in the air and his 
major field ofstudy i5in earning money in the easiest possible way. After 
graduation, he plans to marry rich and divorce wealthy. Chip's 
favorite group is ElO and Elton John; music is oldies; song is "You Gotta 
Make an Ugly Girl Your Wife"; radio shift is 1-6am; and his favorite 
Beatles are Pete Best, Billy Preston and Eric Clapton. He also likes days 
that provide for baglapping (sleeping late) and he has a "No Comment" 
attitude toward disco. What is Chip's favorite pastime? Are you kidding? 
And his favorite BIM jock is The Grinch Who Stole Radio. Chip's 
predictions for his fellow DJs call for Terry Giove to buy Judy's Diner 
and turn it into the world's smallest disco, Leo Wiltshire will become a 
born-again Christian, and partner with Terry, Andrea Richard will 
become a campaign manager for Idi Amin, Darlene French will have the 
title role in N Jaws 3", Jim Parr will be an amateur OJ on WBCN andSIM 
itself will be the next flagship station for ITS on the So,-!th Sbore. Chip 
also works for radio stations WSPR, WBET /WCAV and ha can be heard 
on WBIM on Monday afternoons from 2·5. 
That's all for this week. Have a great holiday. Happy Thanksgiving. 
See you whenever. Keep it cool. Rock and Roll lives.. . 
ROUTE 140 • TAUNTON, MASS. (617) 822-0343 
Thur. Nov. 8 
. Storm Warning 
Fri. Nov.·9 
'Wild T~rkey Band 
Sat. Nov. '10 
Wild T urke.y Band 







by Doug Schorr 
The Kick-Off Party at the Canoe 
Club on Thursday nigh, featuring 
the Chords, was one of the low 
points of Homecoming, aside from 
the Homecoming Game itself (BSC 
lost to Curry-6-1O). 
Less than a hundred people were 
there, and if one had heard the 
band, one could understand why. 
The Chords, played at a low volume 
.. ~ througho)Jt the evening and were 
:,,~ barely audible. When they were 
heard. they were playing 
horrendous versions of Chicago 
and B02 Scaggs, etc. 
Ma~n;ud Ferguson answers questions about his music after his concert 
here last Thursday evening. . 
by GifBliss 
This years homecoming concert featured the "master ofthe high-note 
trumpet", Maynard Ferguson and his orchestra. Featuring a lO-piece 
horn section (besides his own), guitar, bass, drums, and keyboards, 
Ferguson presented as musically diverse a program as is likely to be 
found on our stage. BSC has had great horn bands in the past (Blood, 
Sweat, and Tears; Tower of Power) but none demonstrated individual 
virtuosity to the extent of this aggregation. Not only did Ferguson (a 
bonafide jazz great) live up to his reputation, but the members he has 
chosen for the current edition of his band were given ample solo spots 
showing that they were impressive in their own right. 
Recruited out of Canada at the age of twenty by Stan Kenton for his 
orchestra, Maynard Ferguson went on to be recognized as the premier 
trumpet player in jazz, producing such notable recordings as "Ferguson 
at Newport" in the 1950's. In a post-concert interview, Ferguson cited the 
recently deceased Kenton as being a "father figure"cand having a great 
deal of influence on his career. 
Currently on a tour of high schools and colleges (one of four yearly , 
tours) that they do every fall, Ferguson is also finding time for recording. 
Working in and out of New York, he is presently involved with the theme 
for the new Star Trek movie (they played the old theme in concert). 
Writer-arranger Nick Lane is not touring with the band at this time, 
completing work in New York. 
The concert consisted of two sets,· each slightly over an hour in length. 
The first set mixed solo compositions by the band with selections from 
Ferguson's latest album "Hot". In addition, the band performed a very 
credible rendition of Josef Zawinul's tune "Birdland". One number, 
"Everybody Likes the Blues", featured bluesy acoustiC guitar work anda 
tasty flugelhom solo by Maynard. . 
After an intermission, Ferguson gave a demonstration of his versatility 
and open-minded approach to all forms of music. Relating to the 
audience his experiences on a musical sabbatical in India, he then 
introduced a sitarist who accompanied by tamboura and muted trumpet 
(Ferguson), produced a few minutes of excitins eastern music derived 
from a Sanskrit chant. Following this, Ferguson accompanied his pianist 
on the aria·Vesti la Giubba from the Italian opera, Pagliacci by Leon-
Cavallo. After a few more ensemble numbers including the standard 
"Stella by Starlight", the band encored with their hit "Theme from 
R~qcky", answering shouts trom th.e au9ience .. 
After the show, Ferguson responded to questions about the 
contemporary tone of his music by stating that big bands were expected 
to stay on a "post WWII nostalgia trip" which he considers to be a deep 
rut. He believes that musicians should be "multi-directional" and "open 
to change", citing the contributions of musicians such as Dizzy Gillespie· 
and Duke Ellingtonwho weren't afraid to break new ground. He further 
stated that impetus for this change must not be of a commercial nature, 
and not necessarily a "concrete formula". Judging by the fact that 
Maynard F erg\1son is receiving ovations as enthusiastic as twenty years 
ago, he has achieved this transition with aplomb. 
Cinema Botulism 
by Richard Pickering 
JUlius Irving dribbles his way 
The basketball film is back! through a passable (no baskethall 
Whoopee. In the grand tradition of pun intended) performance. In a 
Buster Crabbe, "Dr. J" and assorted superbly photographed basketball 
athletes emote in technicolor. Mona ballet, Irving displays all the finesse 
Mondieu, an astrologer, must save and grace the game requires. The 
the above mentioned jocks, who Robby Benson Whisper Award goes 
comprise a bumbling basketball to newcomer James Bond III, who 
team. The coordinator of all this induces morE: vomiting than dry 
It was definitely not worth the 
three dollar admission. 
Sass appeared in the Student 
Union Ballroom on Friday evening 
aDd the event was sold out in 
:tdvance. 
Using a repertoire- of mainly 
original, and a few cover tunes by 
bands like Led Zeppelin and Lynard 
Synyrd. the Sass performar.ce was 
one of the highlights of the 
Homecoming weekend. 
Sass hails from the North Shore 
of Boston and have performed at 
various clubs and concert halls in 
their four years as a band (including, 
Gladstone's, The Edge, The 
Cinema, The Paradise and a 
performance as a backup to a major 
artist at the Orpheum Theatre). The 
band is on the verge of getting a 
recording contract and will be 
signed to a lab.2l soon. 
Sass rocked the Ballroom with 
songs like, "I Tune My Radio (To 
You)", which was recorded on a 
demo tape and played on WBCN 
and wcaz during the past 
summer. Much o· their original 
material was hai d·driving rock 
mixed with melodic vocals - all 
members in the band sing. 
All attending the event enjoyed it 
as Sass proved that they are no 
average rock'n'roll band. 
The Ellis Hall Group, which is 
from Boston, performed in the 
Ballroom on Saturday night, 
bringing to Bridgewater their own 
version of funky soul music tinged 
with a disco beat. 
The group is popular in the club 
and college scene in Boston, and 
they seem to have gone over well 
with BSC students 
The Ballroom was the place to be 
for the Homecoming Weedend as 
Sass and the Ellis Hall Group, two 
very talented bands from the 
Boston area, helped to make it a 
better Homecoming. 
The football team lost their 
Homec0Nir.g game to Curry, 16·10· 
after lead,l'lg '10-0 at halftime. The 
field conditions were treacherous 
throughout the afternoon from the 
constant rain. The field resembled a 
swamp midway through the first 
quarter. 
One of the highlights of the game 
was the Smudin's Marching Band 
who helped the cheerleaders inspire 
the crowd. • 
Must Be Seen 
. intrigue is a fourteen year old boy mustard. Little Bond is always ready 
who is smart, smooth and sd with words of wit and wisdom. What by Joe Cacciapuoti 
sickening it is hard to ·suppress the z. pubescent puke! . Stockard The Onion Field is a'great movie-
urge to throttle him. Can Miss Channing, Flip Wilson and great acting - great coupleof hours 
Mondrieu make the team winners? Jonathan Winters are all on hand to to get away from school work. 
Does anybody care? (May Red try to save the day. They don't. I left the movie knowing 
Auerbach forgive me.) The score, which utilizes every something about our "justice 
The Fish That Saued Pittsburgh. recording group except the system" that I didn't like. I left the !~ an unpretentious little movie that Salvation Army Band, is so sixties movie knowing thatall the feelings 
Just wants to make money. The that it's revolting. The Sylvers . .of guilt put on us by "society" arE:. 
script is about as intelligent as appear out of a gigantic box of Mrs.· real feelings th?lt we aU deal with. I 
Snipp, Snapp and Snurr Visit the Jane's Fish Stix to spin their way left the movie knowing so much 
Zoo. Writers J.aison Starkes and through three minutes of "I love ya- more! . 
Edmond Stevens have pulled out all da-da-da". The film is so saturated I got home and I wanted to 
the stock characters they could with music that an actor can't turn. become so involved with changing 
think of. The Indian rebel, the around without cuing a song. so many things - I haven't started yet 
midget ballplayer, the identical Driving a car starts a song, thinking -. but this movie could give me the 
twins and the mute freethrower are deep basketball thoughts sparks push to do a lot of things I always 
all present to entertain, but most 01 another thirty-two bars and dunking wanted to do. 
all to annoy. a ball is followed by the melodious 
The actors, for want of a better sound of a cat being stepped on. 
word, only comeaflve on tlie court. This Fish got caught in the red tide. 
See it - you, too, will get a push 
(hopefully). 
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! CALENDAR 
: Outside Bridgewater/Brockton 
I 
I 
I Current -- Cuckolds, a new musical by Andy Gaus, is at the Next 1 
·1 Move Theatre in Boston. Performances are Wednesday·Saturday nights I 
I at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., through November 11. Contact I 
I Ltnda Ettinger, 536-0600 for information. I 
I Current .. Chardin 1699-1779, an exhibition of the works of French I 
I painter, Jean Simeon Chardin, is on show, now through November 18, at I 
I the B6stonMuseum Of Fine Arts. For informati9n, call 617-267-9300. I 
I October 5-November 11-- The Trinity Square Repertory Company : 
I presents, Bosoms And Neglect, a comedy by John Guare. 
I Perfo'mances are. Tuesday·Saturday evenings at 8p.m., Wednesday, 1 I Satur Jay and SJ-lnday performances at 2 p.m. The Company is located in I 
I Providence, RI. Call 401-521-1100 f?T inf~rmation. 1 
I October 30-November 11-- DIrty Lmen and New-Found-l.and 
I a comedy by Tom _Stoppard, performed by the British American 
I Repertory Company, will be at Boston~s Wilbur Theatre. Performances 
I are Tuesday-Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m .• 
I and matinees on Saturdays at 2 p.rR. and Syndays at 3 p.m. Ticketsmay 
I be obtained at.Fhe WilbQr;:r[le'~re',;Box Qffi,*from October 15, or by 
I calling TeletI:on at (617)426if~W1 Opening night curtain is at 7:30 p:m. on 
I October 30. . l The Next Moue Revue -- An improvised comedy show with musi~, 
I which relies on au~ience suggestion, will be at the Next Move Theatre on 
I Boylston Street m Boston. Performances are Tuesday evenings, 
I October 23 and 30, November 6 and 13, and December 4, 11 and 18, at 8 I 
I p.m. I 
I Current -- Much Ado About Nothing by William Shakespeare, will. I 
I be presented by the Lyric Stage at the 54 Charles Street Playl]ouse. I 
I Performances are Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings at 8 p.m., I 
I Saturday performances at 5 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. The play will run through \ 
: November 20. Tickets are $4-$6. For more information; call 742-8703. I 
, October 25-November 17 -- The Gingerbread Lady, a·play by I 
I Neil Simon, will be at the Syzygy Theatre at the Jackson/Mann I 
Community Centre at 500 Cambridge Street in Allston. Curtain is at 8 I 
p.m. Ticket information: 723-5181 or 783-2137. I 
Current -- The World of Francois Truffaut, a film festival, will be I 
at Boston's Museum of Fine Arts through November 27. Film times are: I 
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 2 p.m. Tickets for eacfi film are $2. I 
October 19-November 18 -- Born Yesterday by Garson Kanin, I 
will be at the Trinity Square Repertory Company on Washington Street I 
in Providence RI. Performances are Tuesday through Sunday evenings I 
at 8 p.m., and selected Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 I 
p.m. There will be discussion periods following performances on I 
Sunday, October 21, 8 p.m. (with Dr. Charlotte Q'Keilly), Tuesday, I 
October 30 8 p.m. (with Dr. Kenneth Happe), and Saturday, November I 
17,2 p.m. (with Dr. Maury Klein). For more information, call (401)351· I 
14242. I 
I Current -- College Weekends at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium. I 
I The first full weekend of each month, college students with proper 10 will I 
I be admitted for ggq: to the aquarium, which is located at Exit;90, off I 1 Interstate 95 in Mystic Connecticut. Opens daily at 9 a.m. j t 
I Current-November 18 -- The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and : 
: Mr. Hyd~, a new play by Jon Knowles, is at .the New England Repe~tory I 
Theatre In Worcester, Mass. The play IS based on Robert louis I 
: ~tev.~nson's novel. It will perform Thursday-Sunday at 8 p.m. and on I 
I '- aturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling 617· I 
J 798-8685. I 
I November 15 and 16 -- The Bo~ton University Opera I 
I Workshop under the direction of Adelaide Bishop, will play at the I 
I Boston University Concert HaJJ, 855 Commonwealth Ave, Boston. I 
I Admission is free and the program starts at 8 p.m. I 
I November 16-December 16, 1979 --- The Lithographs and ~ 
: Etchings of Philip Pearlstein will be presented at the Boston ., 
J University Art Gallery, 855 Commonwealth Ave, Boston on Mondays- ·1· 
I Saturdays, 10 am-4pm and Sundays, 2-5pm. Admission is free. I 
I' . I 
Current -- The All Night Strut, Boston's longest running musical is I 
at the Boston Repertory Theatre, at IBoylston Place. Performances I 
aref, Tuesday through Friday at 8p.rn., Saturday at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m, I 
and Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p.m. Tickets range from 7 to 11 dollars. "The I 
Student Strut", a program of student discounts is available at the 8 p.rn. , ~ 
performances on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and the 3 p.rn. I 
and 7:3~ p.rn_ Sunday perf?rmances. By presenting a Student ID at the I 
box offIce one-half hour pnor to the performance, students receive a $2 I 
disco·mt. I 
Saints and Martyrs -- a new play by Boston writer James Carroll, ,Ill 
author of the best seller, 'Mortal Friends', directed by John Henry Davis, I 
will be at the Next Move Theatre, 955 Boylston Street, Boston, from I 
~De~ember 4-January 20.' . Performances: Wednesdays through I 
Saturdays, 8 p.m., Sundays, 7:30 p.m. Preview performances with. 1 
reduced ticket prices, Novetnber~O,December·l, 2 and 3 at 7:30 p.m. I 
Opening night"D~cerober!4; 7;30.p.m. Tickets are $7.50·$9.50. Group, 1 
~.senior citizens ~nd student discounts .available. ARTS vouchers i 





I November 9-:-10 8_ The Brockton ComP1unity School Playhouse wilt;.: 
I pres.ent Do .... 't Drink The Water, a comedy by Woody Allen,at the. 
I Brockton High School Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is·$2.50, $1,50 for 1 
I senior citizens and students.. I 
I November 14 -Ric_Masten, folk poetand songwriter;will appear at I 
1 the First Pa~ish, ~nitarian Univers~list, in Bridgewater, at. 8 p.m. I 
I Students/Sentor Cltlzens - $1.50, public· $3. The First Parish is Idcated t 
·1- on S~hool Street. , . .1 I November 16 -- Lovers of the supernatural are invited. to the I 
I Bridgewater Public Library at 3:30 p.m. to meet Georgess McHargue I 
I author of ,chil?:e~'s bool~s ~n mythol~gy and the supernatural. Ms: I 
I McHargue s VISIt IS planned In celebratIon of Children's Book Week I 
Ii NO\II!n.~r 12-18. Admission is free. ' : 
II ~ I I November 25 ~- The Brockton Symphony Orchestra Fa I 
I Concert will be presented at the Brockton High School Auditorium at I I 7:30 pm. Reserved seats" $6 for adults, $3 for non·a9ults. Phone 587- I 
I 1191 or 586-'7949 for information. I 
.--~--------------------~-~--~~---
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. [Commentary ;s c f0cture of The Comment which provides an open 
forum for all members of the college community. The opinions 




A Matter of Principle , 
of 
"No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the 
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any 
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property; without the dup 
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal 
protection of the law." 
This quote is taken from the United States Constitution· the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the Bill of Rights. It applies to all citiz~ns of 
the United States, as well as aliens living within our territory. But it is 
questionables as to whether it applies to students at Bridgewater State 
College. 
~n Septembe: 21,1979, student Charles Blomquist was arrested by 
Bndgewater Poke for alleged possession of marijuana with intent to 
distribute. It is understood by myself and the other senate members who 
have discussed this, that the question of the crimi'nal offense is not an 
issue. That is to be decided by the Brockton District Court. It is rather 
the events which resulte from the arrest with which we take issue. 
. ~s ~entioned ir:a previ?us article in the COMMENT, Mr. Blomquist's 
CIVJl fights were Violated In the following Wr::ly: 
1) He was given a letter ordering him to remove himself from his dorm 
by 5:00 pm on September 21st. This violates the section quoted above 
which states "shall not deprive any person of ... property,without due 
process of law" (i.e. a hearing). . 
2) V~olating the established rules of discipline contained in the 
Bridgewater Sf.ate College Residence Hall Handbood,i.e. evicting 'the 
student from hiS dorm where no serious emergency existed. 
3).The student was allegedly pursuaded, through the direct pursuasion 
of hIS. p~rents, to waive his rights to a hearing. This was done through 
submlttmg to the paren a written suggestion of waiver; aided by a alleged 
threat of blacklisting the student should he attempt to apply to any other 
colleges or Of her wise. . . 
4) Because of the illegal expulsion from his dorm, the student was 
deprived of participation on the football team, communication and 
interaction with his fellow students, and was indeed forced to commute 
mOre ;thqn 2 hoursa'daytoahd from schooL Thiswas in direct violation 
. ?f the ab?ve quote, that being "shall deprive any person of life, 
hbertY ... ,wlthout the due process of law" again, a hearing. 
Not only did the college violate these constitutional rights but their 
own established rules as well, as stated in the "NevY Q\mension" 
handbook published by the College. On pages 40 and 41 it states "the 
right to due process.No. student shall be subjected to disCiplinary 
procedures or found gUIlty of charges made under this Statement 
without due process. Due Process includes the right of the accuses:! to 
k!l0w the charge made against him Or her, the right to be heard and state 
hiS or her version o· the events in respect to the charges, and the right to 
have the matter heard before an impartial board to determine what 
action, if any shouJdbe taken. ' 
. Such actions, which should be a matter of course, were 'not taken. In 
haht of suc~ apparant wron~s, the Student Government Association 
voted early 10 October to take $1,000 (one thousand dollars) from'its 
Reserve Account to fund a CIVIL LIBERTIES case for Cnarles 
Blomquist. The Senate felt then that it was no longer one student in 
qu~stion,·but the :ights of every student on thls campus. The question 
which screamed m our minds is that if it's happening now, has 'it, 
happened before and, more importantly, will it happen again? We feit 
that the answer was YES, and because of that, ·sought to fund a test case 
of the civil rights of B$C students. Please be assured, that by th;s the 
S.enat,e is not ,condoning the possession of marijuana or, in fad~ any 
ViolatIon of the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts- or 'he 
United States. Indeed, we strongly back the enforcemtnt of such ia~s 
which is our main purpose in funding this suit. It cannot be that the end~ 
justify. the means, that laws must be broken in order to punish one for 
breakmg another. Indeed. ALL laws must be obeyed, and justice duly 
reached by following these laws. 
Th!s v.:eek, on Tuesday, November 6,1979, the Senate held its regular 
meetmg m Chambers and was asked to spend an additional $1,000.00 for 
the conclusion of the case. At thistime,the Senate felt that. the matter 
should go to the students, as it is, after all, your moneywhich we allocate. 
Weare of the opinion that you will be in agreement with this cause, that 
of th~protection of vour civil riqhts. To the commuters who have no fear 
of ~emg bou?~ed. out of a dorm, be sure that there are other ways ·in 
which your CIVtl nghts could be violated. 
I.wou.ld l!ke to clear up athe matter of his being kept virtually secret 
u!1hl thiS tIme. It w~s. the feeling .of the Senate that matters being 
dlscussed~ere pertammg to a pendmg law suit, and as such could not be 
revealed Without serious harm to the members involved on both sides. 
Also, much of which w.as initiallv discussed was, in fact hearsay, and 
could not have be.en discussed openly without doing harm to those 
involved. At no time did the Senate seek to dosQmething behind the 
backs of you, our constituents. We are proud of our actions, and want all 
of you to be too. 
The matter of additional funding will. be discussed at our next meetmg, 
Tu~sday, November 13,1979 at 6:00 PM in the Chambers in the Studnet 
UnIon. We welcome all students to attend and voice their opinions on 
the .c~se. I~ closing I would like to encourage anyone who would like 
addItIonal mformation on the case to come. to us, any time during the 
day, at the SGA offices. Please remember, this if for each and everyone 
of YOLI. 
Thank you, Sue Silva, Senator·at·Large 
Michael Graff,Senator of 1982 
Susan French, First Vice·President 
T. Michael Robertson, President 
Why the 
Secret? 
If you have not yet read a Commentary titled "A Matter of Principle," 
read it before you read this. 
You may be sick of reading about Charles Blomquist and his civil suit. 
You might not want to hear any more about it. You should want to. After 
all, you're paying his lawyer. To quote Ms. Silva, "the Student 
Government Association voted in early October to take $1,000 (one 
thousand dollars) from its reserve account to fund a CIVIL LIBERTIES 
case for Charles Blomquist." The voucher submitted to Vice President 
Deep was for "legal research." The voucher does not mention Charles 
Blomquist. The money was appropriated in executive session. (That 
means that you, the students, were not allowed to see how the SGA 
Senate is spending your m()ney.) When asked why this matter was 
handled in this \Nay, Ms. Susan French, First Vice President oftheSGA 
explained that if the reasons for the voucher were made public or if th~ 
voucher was written with any mention of Blomquist's suit that Deep 
would be unlikely to sign it. Some people might consider this fraud. At 
the very least, it is quite ambiguous. 
Why did the Senate go public this week? Ms. Silva doesn't make this 
matter very c1ear·-at least not clear enough for us. She wrote,'1t was the 
feeling of the Senate that matters were being discussed pertaining to ;J 
pending law suit, and, as such should not be revealed without senous 
harm to the members involved on both sides." If this is the case how can 
it be revealed notv? The case has not been heard yet. And ho~ can the 
tmth i'lhnllt who is pavinq for Blomquist's lawyer prejudice either case? 
When asked, Ms. French said that once the story had been leaked it was 
no longer necessary to keep It a secret. 10 that we respond that we hope 
that leaks will be around as long as executive sessions, for it has becC'me 
3pparent that the SGA is not always open with the students whose 
money they are spending. We submit that the only persons who could be 
"lurt by the exposure of this information are the SGA Senators and 
::xecutives. 
The Comment does not wish to go on record as being against the 
.mdeniably high ideals of Civil Uberties. And the signers of this 
:ommentary are divided over whethter the SGA should or should not 
:und a suit that may set a precedent in the field of student rights, All of us 
strenuously object to the way in which the SGA Senate has appropriated 
:he money. 
President Rondileau has informed us that he has not -approved or 
·ejected the voucher. He is waiting for further student input. 
We, too, would like to be proud of our SGA officers and 
r~presentatives. In the past, we have enjoyed a fine working relattonship 
WIth the SGA Senate and Executive Board. But in this matter, we find 
ourselves at odds with and ashamed of the methods employed by our 
SGA. 
We also encourage students to attend the Tuesday, November 13th 
m8etina of thp. SGA Senate (6 pm in th SGA Chambers) regardless of the 
poiryt of view. As Ms. Silva put it, "this is for each and everyone of you." 
Michael McEachern, Managing Editor 
Karen Tobin, Editor-in-Chief 
Daniel Hall, Sports Editor 
Jim Calnan, Distribution Manager 
Joseph McDonald, Staff 
Paul Pichette, Staff 
Jack Nicolas, Asst. Treasurer, SGA 
The next Issue of The 
Comment will be November 




The Faculty of Philosophy and 
Religious Studies invite all students 
interested in philosophy and 
religious studies·-including majors 
and minors·-to an informal 
reception Tuesday, November 13th 
at 3:30 p,. in the Green Room of thE' 
Student Union. This is an 
opportunity for students and faculty 
to become better acquainted with 
cnd to exchange ideas about course 
offerings, extracurricular activities 
and matters of common interest. 
Refreshments will be served. 
During the Spring Semester, 
interested students will have the 
opportunity to chose from three 
elective courses in philosophy. 
Professor Sanders will offer The 
Meaning of Life (PL350) which will 
consider questions about life's 
meaning and answers put forth by 
existentialism, humanism, 
pessimism, Christianity and Eastern 
mysticism. Students interested in 
American studies, literature, history 
or politics will be interested in 
American Philosophy (PL 328) 
offered by Proffeessor James. This 
course will also consider the ideas of 
Jonathan Edwards, Thomas 
Jefferson, Emerson, John Dewey, 
William James among others. Prof. 
James will offer a special course on 
Justice and the Good Society 
(PL450). He will examine a mojor 
contemporary theory on this topic 
held by bProf. John Rawls of 
Harvard. The principal alternatives 
tot h~ s the 0 r y .. Mar xis m , 
utilitarianism and intuitionism--will 
also be considered. 
Also in the Spring, the following 
Religious Studies electives will be 
offered. RE 202, Comparative 
Religion: Eastern. Rhe relig{onspf 
India, China and Japan, including 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, 
Shintoism and Confuscionism.· 
Discussion will include their 
relationship to New Testament 
(RE 
relationship to the religions of the 
West. Into to the New Testament 
(RE 222) includes discussion of the 
orifginsm authority and interpre-
tation of the Gospels and other New 
Testament writings. Development 
of the early Christian church and its 
faith will be emphasized. Topic in 
Religious Studies: The Life of Jesus 
(RE315) will study ou~ knowledge of 
the life and times of jesus fromn both 
bibli.cal and non-biblical sources. 
The background and interpretation 
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(Cont. from p.l) 
programs. He also has edited 
another book,e. D. Broad's Critical 
Essays and Mora! Philosophy, and 
has written several articles for 
philosophical journals. 
Dr. Cheney has announced that 
anyone who takes the course next 
semester wiII receive a free 8xlO. 
glossy photo, autographed by the 
authors, and a 45 record· of their 
rendition of "Is that Alllhere Is /" 
The Cornment 
Staff Me'etings 
Tuesdays at -11 
Visit the SGA Copy Room 
9 am - 4 pm on the top floor of the 
, , 
STUDENT'S UNION 
10 free S% X 11 roll-fed copies 
With this coupon (Limit 1 coupon per student) 
GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 15th 
"what' e' ya' want for nuttin ... " 
112131415\6171819110 
: ; ~ ~ <~ ','!;'!~.s 
Classifieds 
for sal~ 
Guitar-Acoustic.six string. Dorado. imported 
by Gretsch. Excellent conditio~ with 
rosewood back and sides. Good intermediate 
guitar. $100.00 with soft case. Call evenings 
after 3ix·584·1051. 
1973 Chrysler Newport 4 Door Hardtop, 
60,000 miles. New tires. new starter. AM,FM. 
8·Track. Body and engine in great shape. No 
rot·must sell quicK. $900.00 or first rE 3sonable 
offer·Cal! PauL331-0659· Weymout h. 
1968 Plymouth Satelite·80,OOO original miles, 
car is in very good condition with minor rust 
spots, gets 15·20 m.p.g. Very dependable car. 
Call AI Williams 238·3638. $500.00 or Best 
Offer. 
Patriot Souvenirs at discount prices. Wide 
selection of T-Shirts, 5weatsh;rts. coaches 
caps, steins, mugs. shorts, knitcaps, scarfs, 
posters. and visers. Makes a great Christmas 
gift. Contact John. Room 218-Scott Hall 
housing 
Wanted: 2 roomates for apartment at 48 
Bedford Street,Bridgewater at the end of the 
first semester. Apt. is 100 yards from campus. 
No phone. so please stop by 
wanted 
Good student typists to type termpapers for 
other students. Earn extra money. Make your 
, Qwn hours,leave your name, address and 
phone number at the SGA Of lice on the top 
floor of the Student's Union. 
PART - TIME position ilvailable for college 
student to represent traver company on 
campus. Earn commission, free travel and 
work experience. Contact: Beachcomber 
Tours,Inc.,1325 Millersport Hgwy., 
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221. 716·632·3723. 
Chemistry Book Wanted: "Chemistry for the 
consumer." I will buy or rent it from you. 
E'l~s,~,-'Qn.Lact. Jean at 583· 7R4::l. (Brockton.) 
services 
Need typing done? r d be glad to {for a price of .• 
course)· .. Reasonable! From one page to 100. 
Fast service and satisfaction guaranteed. Visit 
the "Do-Drop Inn", Rm. 119 in Pope Hall.Ext. 
381. See Julie.(11 I'm not in,slip a message 
under the door. I'll get back to you. 
Need a typist? I will do your typing·very 
reasonable rates,quick and dependable 
service .. 60¢ per page with your paper, 70¢ Per 
page with mine_ Contact J.ean at the Info. 
Booth MWF 8·9:30 AM, Tuesday 8·12;30 AM. 
and Saturday 9-12:30 AM. 
Need a term paper typed? No time to type it? . 
Can afford to have someone else type it? Got 
two days leeway? Bring your "manuscript" to 
the SGA Office on the lOp floor of the 
Student's Union. 
Students and Faculty; Is your car in need of 
repair? Are you tired of paying high repair bills 
with poor results? If so,why not let a fellow 
student with -tonsiderable background in 
automotive repair help you out. Fair prices and 
guaranteed service. Free estimates. Call AI 
Williams. 238-3638_ 
personals 
Happy Birthday. Charlie! Love Always, Kathy 
Hey Whimp! How's Ricco's·been late much? 
Boy, were you lucky moving in with such 
fantastic seniors! ,Just because you moved out 
doesn't mean you can't come up ~nd visit! 
Hope your year is great·Take care from your 
ex·roomies from 70 
To the X-Country team; Go West 'young men. 
Nyack 
Happy 18th Birthday Miss Sunshine! Never 
thought you'd make it! How are your 
roommates doing?! Are you "geeting" down 
much? Or are you "ax"ing people!! We'll have a 
good birthday. Wish Sylvia a Happy Birthday 
too!! 
Susan; Happy 19th Birthday trom all of the 
gang. Hope you had fun studying. How's your 
burn? Play us a song on your recorder·lt's 
college! 
Hey,Laurie! Thanx fOt' the fqntasticHalioween 
party! I had a super time-I'm sofrY J left so 
much glitter and aluminum foil around your 
house· Let's do it again ... soon. Love always.Ju 
Rules for Classifieds: 
1. 50 word limit. 
2.2 classifieds/person. 
3. Must be signed with name l address and phone. 
4. Deadline: Monday at noon. 
Absolutely NO exceptions to the above 
rules!!! 
Classified Ad Form 
-
Circle· Heading: 











Clauifieds are free fClr all stlldent., faculty,staff, and administr;!tion .of SSC. 
For all others, rate. are $1.50 per column inch. 
National adYertisingrat.e (outside Mau,) ia,$3.0Qper column inch. 
Name/Phone: 
-
Address: < '. 
-
Total a~ount- encf05ed (non.studentr- ' • ..... ·tc.;"'~_." ... 
Rose Ann.Thanks for everythmg Saturday 
night. You're a real dolL Really miss you on our 
floor. Love. Murph 
Jim from Pembroke Sunoco. Always 
remember Kingston K. of C. It \.\las an 
excellent beginning for us and now I have a 
love which will last forever. Your new speakers 
are Tealiy nice. CEspecialiy the ones in the back 
seat) My true love forever. From your No. 1 
favorite tramp-Linda 
No.1 Linda always says I love you both.but we 
have really had it. If you can't choose one of us 
then you can't halle either of us, besides 
neither of us wants to compete with Jim 
baby,or Jeff the magician. Love. A and I. 
-Happy Birlhday.~ 
Dear Lisa' t.,-No:one· ever wrote you a 
personal? I will! I·~ hink your a beautiful girl with 
a personality of g.)ld. I'd love to take you out, 
only I don't think I m that good yet. If this is too 
long and you overlooked it! ... Chap. 7 2nd 
probe. . 
.. 
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Roses are red. violets are blue. if "KAHUNA" In response to th~ Cdndymdn. Th~re dr~ (hn.'p 
were here. I'd have no fun with you. To you a of us and! thmk Y(JU were unly iookm9frJr (jflt' 
roomie with Ann, you're the ~st frlendlhave. I never made II TO the TV. iounge hut wh\. nlJl 
I jove to -tuck N you in.l love you. I wrote last stop by (he candy counter when I'm Winking 
?,oem. Let's lose Paul again sometime. Let's Candyman 
have fun! NOR 
Your face is a light to me, always shining you 
are the key, for me the lock, upon the door you 
knock, a key to my heart, in the ignition it will 
start, a motor running strong, a combination 
(hal can't be wrons. a beautiful dove, that's 
you my love. 
Sara, Thanks for the putting up with me these 
past few weeks. You "Mad Dog·--Love your 
favorite roommate. 
To John P .. I hope you have a great 21s1 
Birthday! LiVE it UP. You only live once. Keep 
'5mi~ng. From Kathy 
.Demet, Yes, the weekend was almost great! 
We'lI hav{? to do it again sometime· with 
Miller's. Have you put action plan number 3 
into effect yet? Go easylf'Keep scoring rhose 
goeaJs for me· Bean 
Brett. I just had to show everyo~ how much I 
. love you! I miss you and can't wait to see you 
Hey little city kid-"Wake up dummy", on the weekend. Love, Lisa ' 
interpreter much? Be~rs at sunrise-incognito 
eyes. Missed your smile: buddy· thanks for Laurie, CarLl wait for Thanksgivmg. 
the visit. Me Remember those beer caps!! .. D 
Jeff, Not interested. huh? Your heartbroken 
freshman 
Flasher F.; Nice buns! Kathy and Donna; I 
know something. T.F_R!; You've never seen 
Dear Sindone, Thanks for making me a 
Bunny. Thank you very much for inviting me. 
But most of all, Thanks for saying "Glad you 
came", especially the explanation why. It 
pink soap? Walshie; Face it, I'm just gorgeous 
Karen, I'll drop by your place in Marlborough in the A.M. Sha; J'll be back in a minute. Nanc; 
the day before ThankSgiving. Think about me;Yisit, you're missed. Coz; good goof!! Love 
AngeL Love, U~dseY!3. . y,as.,.~ell!.l 
meant alot. Thanks. Your . 
meant alot, Thanks. Your Wonderful. Hr Love 
You"··A Friedman Pupil 
free bee- knock knock! .. Land shark! Candy 
Gram! Unicef! Show me the way to go home! 
Green Alligators end long neck geese. 
Homecomeing '79. The good times did roll and 
so did we. Rain, C.C., Tilly with J.D. card, 
Larry's, Mr, Bill, football, beers, sunrise. 
History Now!! 
Free Bee- Join us and let the good times roll 
but please don't overstay your welcome ... 
Ain't love a bitch? You're outta' the ball park, 
bucko! Catch a buzz· get a check! Four pink 
ladies and one stiff pink underwear ... TakE' 
away my inhibitions. The weekend's'over" L,fe 
is a Bummer 
Mart & Dan, Sorry I got a little out of control 
Saturday night. Next time you invite me to a 
party don't go to bed so early! What a couple of 
Z's! Love ya both anyways, Deb. 
Greg, Mike, and Billy· The Surgeon General 
has declared caps playing dangerous to your 
health. Cherry brandy and beer? The cleaning 
ladies are looking for you! Love those 
Thursday nights! It was great fun! Round 2 is . 
this Thursday! See ya then· The Third 
Musketeer. 
Robbie Thomas· Thank' you so much for 
playing at the Happy Hour. The entertainment 
was great. Hope to hear you and Hi.~linx again 
soon. -A fan 
To my buddies at the "nunnery" .. Thanx for the 
personal. Table!·excellent. The six?· There is 
always a first time. B. sure liked it. Won't forget 
you. Don't forget me ... Love, your buddy at the 
Hill. 
Hi roomate. How goes it? The Pope? Never. 
On time? Definitely never. One more "good 
one" and ~your out of here.·Love your 
rool]1mate the bummer. 
HeyCIanc~ ~nq Goov-i'!-~eyou tic;~ns!W~ Did 
you find your postel" Vet? Buriky-clid~now 
theSth floor loves Yl?ulCamm¥-I;IIAt~,~our 
s~,ould~~~~qrrytro9r'(iie~ it wapjlt Tr~:~~Qna1. 
Tnanks'for all the packie runs; Boozer. Let's 
go to SMU! Smile happy·Walshie 
T.K.B.-how do you like living with the Fairy 
Godmother? Steve Burke· Halloween's over, 
you call.take off your mask. Bill Mullen-were 
you peeking at me? Hey, Donz-we're talking 
Cella! Med; Spam, and the rest of the crew, I 
love. Walshie, 
Hey Rict How's your lip and neck? DOl,'t you 
know you can't fight on a waterbed'~ Look at 
the bedand 1you'li know why. Waterbeds are 
for orgies. Right, Quixote? Right. Vent 
Woman? By the way' Vent Woman. what 
happened to your neck? Bit by a horse? Love, 
Baby Lala. 
Blockhead-Get your act together, will ya? 
Your shyness has turned you Into a Baby La· 
La! Why don't you sandpaper the sides of Y0\.lr 
head and blow the chips .. out your-· .. ! At least, 
you'll be col'hmunicating with yourself. The'· 
Earlobe Kisser. 
Baby La La· What is dis?/ How "sincere" can 
. you get? Touch Much? Waterbeds are fun, but 
fat lips aren't. Is it still broken? Lateness is 
Hate, but playing afterwards isBig"F" for Fun. 
Much more is hoped. for. Shatzy is so good, 
no?! John 
Hey you Beth! Done any shots lately-or don't 
you remember? Need directions? Ask the man 
in the camper. Don't be too late-"daddy" is 
waiting up for you. But how do you bench a 
trainer? Beware of the man in 11 I! Your 
partners in crime. 
Beth D-Been to South Hadl~y lately? Don't 
forget the Halfway House. Careful you don't 
get knifed! That brol<en glass looked just like 
ice·try using that in the T,R.! Heard about your 
attraction to guys with long noses·no thi~ks, 
we'll play pinbaU! The Carousers 
Eileen·As I write this personal I ha~e' my fj~gers 
in my mouth. Ha Ha! I don't know about those 
rumors, but I know !r\,qu think rm the best. By 
the way-when we get marmd I think we'll use 
your last name. Love you always Lou. 
. " . 
Mary Christine: Get rid of the statue, or I'll get 
rid of you! Night-Mares do come true! BOG 
Lover 
Kris Monroe: Ii you let that girl into our 
apartment one more time, we'll tell Ann Mullen 
on you I By the way, we know about you 
playing kissey·face last weekend! Love, Kelly 
and Tiffany. 
To all of the OAK group: Friends, like a so~g 
tp3t never ends you need your friends. For the 
heart that never mends, you need your friends 
right to the end· It's. great being your friend· 
Siovey. F.r,· 
To my th.ree buddies up the hill, I miss all the 
excitement we had last year but I'm glad 
you're having a good time this year, too. Even 
though we're not separated by that far a 
distance it's just not the same. Can't wait 'til 
you're down at Pope. Miss 
Clauci & C.J.· Hang in there girls, things are 
gonna get better (have you ever known any 
worse?) Any day now the guys will start 
pounding on our doors once again.· it's only a 
seasonal slump. Keep the faith. Love ya, Oi 
Former Owner of My PinStripes: Wasn't the 
!circus better than work? I still think the best 
[part was chaSing the cherries thru the bowl. Be 
~areful with chopsticks or you'll end up 
/Wearing rice. Four people can fit in a 
~revolving door .. How's your nose? .. Twin f. 
Hey Matt; How 'bout a game of caps? I'll let 
you win this time ... The Champ 
Diane & Jen--Another one of "t he week ·ends". 
Looks like I lost you guys after the fire drill· 
where did you 90?? ... Jen· how was Friday 
night in the big house? Diane- how was Friday 
night in the little room?? ... Love, C:P.G. 
Melon, Terri, Pam & Royette: Good weekend 
folks! How was Friday nite Pam? Let's really 
party soon. Yo.u'd swear we came to this place 
to study! Bring your spoons and Roy O's ~5's. 
Keep singing those songs you "Pretty women". 
Your Friend Ed .. 
JAP; The "Dead Fish" would like to say she 
hopes"you have the Happiest Birthday ever! 
Now that you are "over·the·hill", do you think 
you'll still b~ ableto play backgammon? Let me 
know, huh? Happy Birthday. to you ... 
Ben, you're an excellent person! I'm glad we 
finally got to know each other last Wednesday 
night. Here's to a solid friendship!· Love, Jill 
_Kevin .:md Joe,,??li~velT1e guys!I~nder.stand! . 
To:DavidG.;2ndiiOot.DurSin'"I'mtn~estedl 1 . wasn't· upset- dn/y' tired!' l='riends? Good! 
I'll sign myself; -Waiting in Shea Kebin, We11 have to talksometime! .. "The 
'Third DrunkN 
,Hey Weezy, I heard you have to lose five 
pounds before your sisters wedding!! Well, To Jacqui·the best roomate and friend anyone 
Good Luck could ever ask for! Yes, I know, they're only 
Tim: The wiz kid with the "four point Oh! 
average!" This one's for you! Here it is. your 
very own personl, first for this month. Feliz 
cumpleanos!(wherever it is) Keep smiling. 
Muchos good byes! 0 
. tley .~P.; ~1;s, .f\Qd, AT~eJa. Halloween has 
,:Cp~~'fl~~:'~n~:: ·q~t,(~Jj1(lla~.eabo~t 7 left· 
. qon t .you 1hin~ we shoulcj.: get somebody 
'special? Bets, don't forget 'what your mother 
sa'id, or ~ou'il be out of a home!! Tonite I think 
we ,should go to the "K" room. 
, HAPPY BIRTHDAY SLY 
Katy· you little freshman you, you're crazy. 
You better not take in any more c.e.c on 
Thursday nights. How's the hill? Willyo~J wake 
me up Friday morning? Green cats on a white 
pifket fence. Keep smiling, .. Nett 
To Tessie, Deb, and Bog. Do you know where 
your MemQ board is? How are Spal, Pooh 
bear and Wang? Deep your eyes on them, 
would'l'lt want them to get lost, Ha Ha. Hallway 
Fight!! 
"Katie" &.."Greek.FridaY",We.jc,w~youKatie 
so keep YOUr' sunny. ~ide~p.<Y oC kno\0' ~.~. 
respect y~ur intelligenc~ and could~~)f :d6 
without' your "clopiness"!-!- "Friday"- I' don't 
have.a Norelco & am in desperate need· quick 
can I borrow. yours .. ? Your Fellow "Dopey' 
Dopey" . 
To my "Downing St." descendant, You've got 
quite a heritage, be sure and keep up the old 
traditions. Me_ .. I'tnfrom New York ... so I've 
been told.-Check·mate 
Happy Belated Birthday Marion Rocha.lhope 
you partied it up all day & night. Happpy 
Birrrrrthday~ Love. Hon 
Med· do not walk in front of me, I maY.not 
follow. Do not walk behind me; I may not lead 
Just walk beside me & be my friend!!! I'll miss 
. you next semester. Vjsit me & Henry in N.Y .. 
Love, your neighbOr 
Midnight Cowboy alias my sleaz- Thanks for 
the personal. I'm.still trying to think of a huge' 
favor from me to yOu! Don~t worry, I know you 
can handle what eVer I ask you to . Right! Lo~e 
ya, Mary 
Hwords", but they're true! Love always, Laurie. 
Linda, ( the Disco Biology MajOr), Thanks so 
much for letting us use your cottage for the Bia 
weekend. Excellent time! Wewalked a lot but 
Dr. M's cheese omelets made it all worth while.' 
When can we all talk <lnd party again? The 
Gang . 
Happy 18th birthday Shelly Bolden-Go nome 
to ·poochie" and "geet down." "We gats to ax 
you something?" Want some p.eanut butter 
crackers for your birthday?! By the way, how 
has your Mom been cO'bking those grits and 
fried cabbage. We11 have a nice birthday and 
dan't be too K"BOLD" Sly and Gi 
Deb Stone and Cindy Mucci- Look guys this is 
for ya! Looking forward to a great year. Easy 
on the flairs Deb· Cin·sorry.no plaid wool 
pants! Ok Bye Bye Love ya! Deb 
To whom it may concern, Room 58 wll get 
you! Who put that sheet on our door? Leave 
our red, white, and blue alone! What 
chalkboard, what memo board? What kind of 
neighbors are you? And who's. that curly 
.' haired kig who hangs around~We're watching 
.,~o~~! , 
To rhyGoober, Happy Anniversary.The past 
year· has been so wonderful tha't you have 
made a new person out of me: Thank you for 
making it so wonderful you big clod. 
Remember We have eac::h other-what more can 
we ask for. Love 'you forever. Love Always 
your silly girl. 
To lOB; He who hoots with the owls at night' 
cannot soar with the eagles at dawn. Tha~ 
includes you Bets,Meg, Liba, lisa Man, Kaya, 
& M.B. Man, P.S. Love that jello you ignorant 
sl·tsky's. P.P.S. Whipped cream. anybody? 
'Attention B. Crew·new members signed up· 
check wall. Madame- business would be better 
if YOl\'d come down off that wall! Mahona B: 
dim that light. It's blinking so much it's making 
me BLIND!!! Flar and Mar:your mirror's 
reflecting it's SHAPE! P.S. Second floor-go for 
it!!! The T. 
To my driving buddy who caine to Glouster 
with me. Thanks for staying awake; If it wasn't 
for that bartender,what 's his name? Whitey? 
Hey bartender, next tIme we go to Glouster 
don't be so nice. How the h~lI didweget home? 
.W~ere t,he hell is Glouster?· . 
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3eau-Thts is the serious one_ I couldn't hav~ 
:lone it without you. Thanks. And thanks for 
:naking autumn in Bridgewater almost 
;pringlike. I'm psyched already! From the one 
J.iith the hahd A's and ahs. 
:n non-repru blue to Ernerson--sowhafsa little 
Alhite space in your life? Or a backwards 
:over? I get those every day. Do you really 
:lave A_M_s under your bed? Or is that where 
~ou like to keep Gigi? Would you like a pigeon 
named MRalph- for Christmas? 
Michael·how's Michelle? Gee, she was 
~tunning in that slinky black velvet dress 
Halloween ni~ht. But really·ask her to shave 
those hairy legs and arms-she nearly 
frightened that party of 7. Love, Kerri and 
Preppie. P.S. We're sefJing the pictur~s 
unless ... 
Giob· Thanks for last Thursday nite·it was very 
special to me and f'1I always remember you for 
it. Love, from a friend. 
Hey Comatose Kid.you·d better practice 
before you play caps with me again. Next time 
you may not be so lucky as to survive the 
consequences. Since you missed the re·match 
Sat. night, the re·fe·match is the 8th. Be there, 
Aloha! The Caps Lady 
Miss Piggy.What's it like liVing in Grand 
Central Station with Bert and Ernie? Have you 
recovered from your 'Saturday Night FeverT 
Well, so what if it's winter and the poor kid 
doesn't have a coat and no room because the 
-ent got stolen. Love ya Jim. 
---------------------------y---
::mie, I've tried to get a holdofyou but that's a 
'Ost cause.l hope you'll find the time to see me 
10W that you're footpall_season is winding 
:lown. I miss you, you always made my day. 
... isa 
Hey 20, Remember Saturday nile, at the Pit 
Party. and the Apocolypse Now, with our large 
coke and snow-caps and popcorn. The good 
old convo. Red 
Patty; I meant to teil you "RALPH'" sayshi. He 
might visit Wood this weekend, foom 48. 
Lights out-summer camp in session. Any spots 
on your clothes from Botany? Been wrestling 
in the bathroom a,gain? Dungeon tonight 8:00: 
····Be.Th¢l:el'AlOhal . 
To Jo Jo, Lisa, Tracey, Patty & Gwen· Watch 
out when you work with Jimboy, the crusty 
man, watch out!! Don't play games at work! 
Jimboy only plays games after hours! IYour 
after hours playmates. 
To my sweetheart Matt·The best thing that 
happened to me wks you. With all my love, and 
more Anna xxxooo. 
To the Rookie who just discovered Disco. You 
;hould real!y try to stay cool when you keep 
your eye on that dis(;o instructor· You know 
.IIhat they say about di"co instructors, jheir 
Xldy language speaks for itself .• - When are 
you going to let me speak to you? ·· .. Luv ya .. ·· 
Charlene, Chris, Murph and Joan·Saturday 
night was great but next time. Char! and Joan, 
I would appreciate it iff wasn't forced to drink .. 
P.S. Murph your brother is a doll! Christine' 
thanks for all your ~help· espeCially helping me 
steal a jacket. Love ya, Mary. 
To - ·Old Sly;H Nobody can tip a bottle like 
you! I!Have a nice birthday and don't party too 
much!!! Happy Birthday .. Gi 
Mary B. OToole. What a rotten thing to say 
(no},,?~.tBut . what can I expect .. from 
sorril:ibtte :<Who stands up the, kids from 
Lakeville' on Halloween (Shannon will agree) 
or peaks in people's windows' from the fire 
escape (Eight is Enough;> Isn't revenge. sweet 
Pic Pic? 
-Big Brother" A.R.F. Your love and support 
are the. best anyone could ever offer. I'm 
always here if you need me. Love youT"Your 
little sis" J.A.S. 
To Banana, Niche, having fun on Saturday 
nights. Huh! How's Matt, Wah! Wah! Wah! 
Jo jo, Red, Patty, Gwen, Dom, Lisa, Tracey, 
Gerry and Fluff 
To a friend; Nightlife on the water is funny. 
Sorry. to disturb your slumber. #1 Love to 
Laugh·Baa-Naa.Naa·Naa," The she·goat 
------------------------------Bob·Thanksgivingwill certainly be deserving 
of thanks. It's been so long, but "then i knew in 
the crystalline knowledge of you ... ~ Love, 
Stevie 
Wanda," is the closet closed? Bridgewater 
chainsaws ... Shark attack! How about some 
KentUCKY Fried Martin? Sar..ta will be good to 
you at XMas, Let's go to -Booton ... EdaIliIle 
R.R.?! Mitch and Susan are b(:){hsluts;Trace~ 
Quartermain's a fool. Fran. . 
Diane· I can't believe how dirty your mind is. 
Who do you think you are·me? Let's go out 
Friday night and get to knowsome male bodies 
qultewell.\S6who cares about the letter?) 
love, Benny Botie 
P-Thanks ior the great weekend, it W.?IS good 
to be home. One fireplace win do;.Hb~e you 
did well on your test. Name th€·dog.' Only 
eleven more days! See you real soon!! P,S.l'm 
still da'zed and confused, got any answers? 
love, M, 
Sweeneyface·This one's for you; M!!!" 
~ay· what happenea? You never showed up. 
Your Tail Friend, 
Rothe. I heard you can't wa'alk. ta·ali<. see. or 
nave sex! Is this true? Have a happy da~ and 
!lave a better remaining school year. Love. 
Roebin 
Mary. I'm sorry for departing just as things 
were loosening up. Our relationship could be 
very stimulating and satisfying. I anticipate that 
that grew between us is the start of a deep 
friendship. You should know that I'm married. 
Does that change things? 
To Donald. May this school year fiy by (with 
the exception of holidays), may you be happy 
<'I school with its studies and friends, and may 
our undying friendship be bonded together 
with love, forever. By the way where is that 
small box? (Happy Feet) Love DMEW 
Pic·Pic; Halloween's over you can stop 
impersonating the dill and stop advertising for 
Sadie Hawkins (H.S.) DreSSing up today in a 
dress no less? Good luck with> your project 
that you did all by your lonesomed· (CH). 
Signed; a pickle lover or gnip gnap 
To my favorite interviewee·Thank you for a 
wonderful birthday. You are terrific. The 
Interviewer. 
Hello Fellow -Bunnies-·It was a great party 
(because I don't remember it) To Sis. I had a 
great time. I am told I met your sister? Well 
things are great with me, hope that they are the 
same with you. ( We gotta get those pictures.) 
Love, (you know who) K.B. 
Hey sis, what a long strange trip it's been! 
Remember that night in Ralph's. Kinky Sex 
and the fetal position. We'll here is your VERY 
own first personal EVER and who else should it 
be from but your VERY OWN Big Brother· 
Love you always, Bug Intercourse 
Bill·Still whimping out on one? Need an 
"earaphone? Your hat's in good hands. Are you 
sure you're number is 83? Get the point? Mand 
C. 
Bets, Hope your 19th birthday yesterday was 
the best and that you have a great and happy 
year. You're a terrific person and a great 
roommate! Looking forward to t!-le next mini 
Diana Ross concert!! Love ya, p. 
Bill, We'll meet you Sat.· night on the second 
floor in the Art gallery at 10:00. We'll do some 
Helium- Your fellow Helium Heads 
Hey Chris·I say you Sunday at the Candy 
Stand. I'd really like tq'meetyou. Hey,l worh 10 
this building, too: So; maybe I'll see ya around! 
If you're interested, I'll be in the Lounge across 
from the Candy Stand Sunday. See ya then!! 
Hey Jo·The big day is closing in! So I got a 
surprise for you! The gang wants to say 
HHappy Birthday!" See ya November 18th! 
Love, Tracey, Robin, Patty, Gwen, Anna, 
.limbo, Oem, Denise, Donna, Lisa, Nancy, and 
Gerry and Fluff 
,The' Stompers 
Fri~ Nov. 16th 9pm-2am 
at . The East' Bridgewater Commercial Club 
1 Nielsen Ave. just off Ri. 18 






Mon.--Wed. & Fri.--Sat. 
10anl--6pm 
Open Thursday lOam to 9pm 
Quality Women's 
Clothing at Discount 
Prices 
Mondays 10% off with BSC ID 
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FL YlNG PIZZA 
III' Bridgewater deliueryonlyilil" 
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NovTl!e~er 8, 1919 The Comment 11 
Ladies End 12 and 3 
This years sse women's tennis 
team displayed an cloutstanding 
year of tennis. Th", IPam showed 
much improvement over previous 
years. The team finished out the 
season with 12·3 record. 
The main aspects of the team 
were the team togetherness. The 
team showed good sportmanship 
and great team spirit throughout the 
season. This is accredited to their 
coach Janet McLaughlin. Janet is a 
graduate of Boston BQuveSchoolof 
Physical Education and Tufts 
Un i v e r sit y. P r i or tea chin g 
experience was at Newton High and 
now Cohasset High. 
the team came up with many 
talented members this year. 
Combining efforts of Nancy 
McKinney and Judy Scanlon as they 
controlled,the number one seed on 
the team. But notably the most 
successful members of this years 
campaign were tammy Turner with 
an 11-2 record, and Mary Doucette 
with an 8-2 record. tammy who held 
the best record on the team. 
displayed ?trong all-around ability. 
Her best asset though was her 
serviCe ability, as she startled many 
opponents with a quickness and 
accuracy. The fighter on the team 
was Mary Doucette, who as a slow 
starter always came back for the 
victory. 
Paula Connolly and Anna Roell 
shared versatility on the team as 
they played singles and doubles. 
The first doubles team of Denise 
Gagne and Cindy Phillips were very 
strong. Though they hada record of 
6-7, they were always considered on ' 
the top of their doubles ranks. 
Senior captain Sue Hebert kept the 
team rolling and on their toes 
throughout the season. She also 
played a consistent doubles match. 
Another tough doubles player 
was Kathy O'Horo. Kathy was 
always' around when the team 
needed a spark. She and Robin 
Gangi pained up to win the decisive 
match against Southern Conn. 
State College, the team's opener. 
Uther outstanding players were 
Donna Swift and Karen Moore. 
Both helped the Bears to a winnin~ 
season. 
The team played many tough 
battles during the season. iDE.' 
toughest was a loss to Wellesley, as, 
the team travelled to Wellesley in 
cold weather and came back 
rejected. This marked' the team's 
second loss of the season. The first 
loss came 'about from team 
unorganization. The team obviously 
not up for the matchreturned 
saddened by a 7·2 loss to Provident 
College. Their last defeat came 
against springfield in a very heart 
breaking match as they lost once 
again 7-2. Now that we hav,e the bad 
points out of the way, let's look at 
the team's winning matches. In their 
first match against So. Conn., the 
team edged by with a 5-4 tally. Anna 
Roell played the be~t that day with a 
6-1, 6-1 victory. I he team then 
travelled to Salem Slate. where they 
totally destroyed a weak Salem 
team 8-1. Standouts in the match 
were Judy Scanlon, Anna Roell and 
doubles players Kathy O'Haro and 
Donna Swift. Against Regis College, 
the team decisively won by a score 
of 4-l. They got by Wfoeaton easily 
6·3, then Clark 7·0. With home 
court advantage, the Bears then 
travelled to U.R.1. After hearing 
about the quality of the tough U.R.1. 
team, the Bears were a little 
reluctant to step on the court. But 
the team prevailed once again and 
defeated U.R.I. 5·4. The Bears then 
insulted Babson, 7-0, Boston State 
, 5-2, and Northeastern 6·3. The big 
. finish of the season came against 
ST onehill. The team controlled 
each match as they cleaned house 9-
O. This match marked the end of a 
very successful tennis season. The 
team of next year will say good· bye 
to Senior Sue Hebert. But visioons 
of the future look very encouraging. 
Special thanks goes out to team 
trainer, Mary Love, who sat through 
many a cold day keepin the team 
healthy. 
This season markes a great year 
of improvement since last year. Far 
instance, in 1977'BSC was defeated 
by URJ. 1·8, in 1978 BSC won 5-4 
and in 1979 won again 5·4. Against 
Stonehill in 1977 they lost 3-4, in 
1978 they won 5·2, and in 1979 they 
won 9-0. 
This winning season marks a 
substantial start to the progress in 
women's tennis at BSC. 
Spo'rtsChat by. Tony Costello 
The Bridgewater State Cross 
~, Country team is hard at work in 
"""''''-~iefl:-ful;..,Jhi~~ .. Saturday's 
N.C.A.A. New England Meet at 
Franklin Park. Coach John Laverty 
reports that all are healthy and 
r~9-dy to run. "I believe we ~an finish 
in the top five which wlii qualify us 
for the National Championships" 
said Laverty. The Running Bears 
will be looking for strong 
performances from Ed McGill, Tom 
Cash, and Bob Lofgren. Bill 
MacKinnon, the only senior 01-, the 
poorSchedue 
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team expressed his optimIsm on the Division. Nelson gives credit to Red 
upcoming meet 'Tm looking Auerbach, whom he played for 
forward to Iowa next week,'" Bill during his career with the Celtics. '1 
stated, referring to the N.C.A.A.' was very fortunate to be connected 
Championships to be held at with Red for eleven years. He always 
Davenport, Iowa. was willing to talk basketball." 
Coach Laverty also took time to Nelson said recently. Coach Nelson 
congratulate a B.S.C. freshman also is blessed with some fine young 
Cathy Carnes, who finished a talent leading the way for Mifwaukee 
strong 25th position out of over 700 are Junior Bridgeman; Brian 
runners in a recent AII·New England Winters, MarquE'S Johnson, an 
meet. Cathy captained the Sidney Moncrief. 
powerhouse Peabody High School The Patriots recent announce· 
team last year. ment to invest in a natural grass 
Wayne Gretsky, the 18 year old 'surf;;,.ce·topradice,onmakes sense. 
superstar of the ,Edmonton Oilers In lle'u oJ 'recent studies that teams 
will be in Boston Thursday night to that play and practice 'soley on 
play the Bruins. The young artificial surfaces, do poorly on 
superstar has been regarded by natural grass. The Patriots 
many around· the national Hockey Management made. this decision. 
League as one of thest prospects to The theory is practical and does 
League as one of the best prospects hold true as far as the Patriots are 
to come down the road in a long concerned, as two of thier defeats, 
time. His coach at Edmonton, Glen at Green Bay, and Baltimore were 
Sather said ofWayne,"He is on of played on natural grass ... The 
the best young players I've ever Pittsburgh Steelers win over the 
seen. One of the biggest things Redskins extended their win streak 
about him is his intense desire to be at home versus N.F.C. teams to 
one of the all time greats". Last year; twelve' straight. They have not lost 
as a 17 year old rookie, he led the an N.F.C. team in Three Rivers 
Oilers to a first place finish last year Stadium since Steelers back FrancQ 
, as he. scored 46 goals and had 110 Harris became only the fifth player 
total points. Edmonton officials in N.F.L history to rush for 8,000 
rewarded Gretsky on his 18th ca.reer yards and did it in eight 
birthday by signing him to a twenty- seasons .. Yale 'Bulld()gs won their 
one year contract at an estimated 5 700th game to become the first 
million dollars. college team. to reach the plateau by 
Th~ surprises in the early session defeating Cornell 23·20 last week. 
in the N.H.L have been' the I was not impressed with Ed"Too 
Minnesota NorthStars and· the Tall" Jones' professional boxing 
Philadelphia Flyers. The North debut. He won a· decision over 
Stars have been led by the fine two· unknown Jesus Meneses. Meneses 
way play of last years Rookie-of thp. decked Jones in the last round of 
Year, Bobby Smith, and the the fight despite the vast difference 
outstanding job of goalie Gilles in size: Jones manager, David Wolf 
Mel 0 c he. The Flyer s who had stated before the fight that a 
disappointed many in last !,Iears knockout win was essential. Ed's 
. playoffs, have been rejuvanated by poor showing could hamper his 
Coach Pat Quinn who tooK over boxing future .. Don't worry Ed. I'm 
late last season. Quinn who was an sure that there are several N.F.L. 
aggressive player in his own heydey. teams that could use a 6 foot 9 inch 
He has instilled in the Flyers the defensive end ... My favorite West 
spirit and. "Broad Street Bullies" German soccer team, Borussia 
image that the Flyers were famous Moenchengladbach .defeatedarch· 
.for in past years. rival Bayer Verdingen 1·0, for its 
Don Nelson, Head coach of the sixth straight victory, Go for it 
N.B.A. Milwaukee Bucks, has got BorusslaH.::.TheFurman-Davidson 
the team running and has a ·10-2 football game was a wild and crazy 
record at this writing. Already they game indeed. The contest produced 
triple reverse, as Furman defeated 
Davidson in a defensive struggle, 63-
55~ .. Marc Wilson, Brigham Young's 
fine quarterback and the nations 
leader in total offense set an 
N.C.A.A. record by passing for over 
300 yards in the fifth consecutive 
game, to break a seven year record 
held previously by Don Strock, now 
of the Miami Dolphins. Wilson's 
efforts led his Cougar team to. their 
8th win without a loss this season~ .. 
Another record setter last week was 
Boston State . Quarterback John 
Rogan, as he broke a single game 
New England record for total 
offense .• He netted'410 yards in a 
loss to New Haven. Rogan 
completed 25 passes in 48 attempts 
to shatter the old re'cord that was 
shared by Greg I.,.andry and Bobby 
Anastas. 
The -Yankee's signing of free 
agent-Bob Watson really makes Red 
Sox officals look poor. The Red Sox 
gave up two young promising 
pitching prospects in Pete Ladd and 
Bobby Spwols. (a left·hander). Now 
the only thing left for the Sox is a 1st 
round draft choice from Houston in 
the~une selection. Watson's signing 
does not make the future of Chris 
Chambliss appear any brighter.The 
Red\$o~ also announced that ,they 
wouldn't sign' Nolan Ryan a his 
price·tag was too high. Meanwhile, 
Sox free agent picks, such as Skip 
Lockwood, are not the answer tc 
the Sox pitching woes ... Red Sox 
owners Leroux and sullivan also get 
the "Sports Chat Gony Award" for 
their decision to change certain 
reserved grandstand seats into box 
seats. I guess they have got to pay 
off such stalwarts as Bill Campbell 
and Mike Torrez ... The only bright 
spot in the Red Sox scene this week 
was Channel 38 signing Hawk 
Harrelson and Ned" Martin for 
an'otherseason of broadcasts. 
A round ·of applause here goes 
out to the New England Patriots 
appearances in Boston schools to 
help. ease. racial tensions.· Patriots 
players also took up a collection 
after a recent game and presented 
the parents of Darryl Williams with 
over $1200 dollars. I 
~:~;e:t!'?Vr~;~1~<,·t1t;~'~~'Mra~~li·';· ~~fe~~!:"~~(r~s·l,ww·o~o~~~J;~~~;'.,," .. ,o .. ",.,', •. , 
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Bears win Mud Bowl 
One word could describe the 
playing conditions in iast Sat~rdays 
Homecoming Contest, YUUK!! 
And for Bridgewater State players 
and fans, the result was no different 
as the Bears saw a 10-0 halftime lead 
diminish into a 16-10 loss to Curry 
College_ 
The Curry Colonels received the 
opening kick-off and on a fine return 
by Mike Higgins, (who would prove 
later to be a pain in the neck for 
Bridgewater) set up shop at their 
own 'iO yard line_ On the very first 
play of the game from scrimmage, 
linebacker Greg Kasabian picked 
off a Steve Leach pass and raced 38 
yards down the sidelines to the six. 
Two plays later quarterback Mark 
MacIsaac reached paydirt on a 3 
yard run on a keeper to the right 
side_ Dave Hickey added the 
conversion to make the score 7·0 
with 13:24 showing on the clock. 
Sam Scold holding for Hickey did a 
good job holding the high snap in the 
mud. . 
After the teams exchanged punts, 
the Bears took over at the 41 of 
Curry:Tailback Scott Brennan ran 
for six yards up the middle, but the 
Bears stalled and were forced to 
punt. However, Curry went offsides 
on the punt to give the Bears a first 
down at the 28. The Bears took 
advantage of this break. Bob Lee 
ran twice for ..five yards, but the 
Bears had to settle for a field goal. 
Kick barely flopped over the goal 
'post as Hickey was kicking in the 
middle of the swamp. That made it 
10-0, Bridgewater with 2: 15 left in 
the quarter. 
In the second quarter, Curry 
faced a fourth and one. But the 
Bears defense rose to the occassion 
as Kasabian, John Holtand Bob 
Colangeli made a big stop and BSe. 
took over. On second down 
MacIsaac overthrew a wide open 
Vincent Harte. The drive stalled and 
the teams exchanged kicks. 
Another Bridgewater drive dred and 
Hickey's punt was blocked by Curry 
and returned to the 36 yard line. The 
Bears stiffened and the remainder of 
the quarter became nothing more 
th~n an exchange of punts 
between Dave Hickey and Mike 
Higgins of Curry. Th4? half ended 
with Bridgewater on top 10-0. 
In the third quarter, Curry started 
a drive. They recovered a Bear 
fumble on a bad snap. They drove 
down to the nine yard line, where 
Bob CoJangeli made a good tackle 
on fourth down to give Bridgewpter 
the ball. The prosperity didn't last 
long for BSC as on the very next 
play MacIsaac failed to hold on to 
the slippery pigskin and Curry got 
on the hoard as Leach passed 8 
yards to Mike Higgens for the two 
point conversion,' and what 
appeared to be a ccnrifortable 
Bridgewater lead turned 'suddenly 
into a seatsquirmer as Curry cut the 
lead to 10-8. 
The Bears started their next 
series at their own 19. The Bears 
started their next series at their own 
19 .. Curr)l recovered yet another 
BSe rescue and had grea~ field 
position at the twenty-seven. Again. 
led by the de fen s i vel i f,e , 
Bridgewater he!d and forced Curry 
into a field goal attempt. The' kick 
was low and blocked easily in the 
middle of the line. BSC took over 
again, but simply was bogged down 
as the field by now was simply 
deplorable. On the third down, 
Hickey went into punt formation, 
but a low snap pushed the Bears 
back to the one yard line. On the 
fourth down Hickey did get a kick 
off. Curry's Mike Higgens (theres 
that name again) fielded the punt at 
the thirty. Taking off to his right, he 
broke a couple of tackles and 
sprinted into the end zone with 2: 14 
left in the quarter. He also caught 
Leach's pass for two points to give 
Curry a 16·10 lead. 
On the next kick off, Scott 
Brennan gave the Bears good field 
Josition as he ran 24 yards in the 
muck to put BSe at its own 45. 
Freshman Paul Ura took over the 
quarterback position here, and 
completed his first pass attempt to 
Vince Harte in Curry terretory 
Another fumble foiled the Bears as 
Curry recovered and the disaster 
filled 3rd quarter carne to a close as 
Curry College scored 16 
Budweis e,r® 
K. ;ING OF·:BF~ERS®·· 
" "'E ' 
Cheryl Patterson 
Cheryl has meant consistancy 
aU year for the Bear Field 
Hockey Team. The Co-captain 
of the squad displays leadership " 
and hustle. A c!efensive player 
for the team, she is considered 
by many as one of the best. 
unanswered points. 
In the fourth quarter the Bears 
got an early break when they forced 
the Colonels into a punting 
situation. On a bad snap the Curry 
punter eQuid not cleanly field the 
ball and kicked the ball while it was 
sinking in the mud. This illegal play 
sent Curry back 15 yards and gave 
BSe a 1st down to the Curry 
48. Once again, the Bears offense 
could not get moving. The two 
teams became changed in a 
defensive. struggle for t he remainder 
of the quarter with only 1:23 left, 
Bridgewater got one more chance. 
Sam Scoly fielded down at their own 
twenty·one. With precious seconds 
ticking on the clock, Paul Ura's' 
pass on third down was intercepted 
by Mark Gillen. A wet and 
disappointed . Bridgewater squad 
trudged off the field as Curry had 
scored a stunning 16-10 upset. 
Bears Tid Bits: The loss dropped 
the Bears record to 3-3·1 and 
stopped a four game unbeaten 
streak, while Curry College 
improved its mark to 2-6 and ended 
a five game losing streak ... Each 
team had five first downs. The game 
\Vas one of punts and turnovers. 
Dave Hickey punted eight times for 
a 24.6 yard average. This was due in 
large part to the poor footing ... 
Bridgewater fumbled nine)ouch!) 
times, and Curry added five fumbles 
of its own. In total there were 17 
turnovers between the teams ... 
Both teams had less than 100 yards 
in total offenses. Bears qb's 
MacIsaac and Ura were under much· 
pressure throughout the game ... 
MacIsaac completed one for four 
. and Paul Ura was one out of nine in 
the passing department... Leaving 
the Bears in he rushing game were 
Bob Lee (27 yards), John Hooper 
(24 yards) and Al Colarusso(13 
yards) ... Scott Brennan did a good 
job returning punts and kick offs ... 
The defensive line led by Jeff 
Hawkins, Dan McNulty and Bob 
Colangeli performed well ... 
"They got the breaks and took 
advantage of them". said a 
disappointed Coach Mazzaferro 
after the game. Indeed, both scores 
for Curry were set up after 
Bridgewater miscues. The most 
appropriately named . player was 
Curry's Ed Pond, as that is what the 
field resembled throughout the 
contest... A large crowd braved the 
elements to watch the game. The. 
crowd was certainly full of "good 
spirits", .. Smudins Marching Band 
made it's presence known ... The 
only pleasant sight at this rain filled 
game were the Homecoming Queen 
finalists... Congratulations to 
Queen Peggy Rile.\.1 and her court. .. 
The playing conditions were by far 
the worst this writer has ever seen ... 
The Bears next contest will find 
them traveling to Boston State, who 
lost a 36-34 thriller to un be ate ned 
New Haven. After this game the 
Bears will host rival Mass. Maritime 
in the first annual Cranberry Bowl 
game on November 17, which will be 
the final game of the year for the 
Bears. 
'Sports 
by Ann Pernice 
Last Saturday Nov.3 he B.S.C 
Equestrians competed against 23 
other schools.,in the U.N.H.inter-
collegiate Horse Show. For B.S:c. 
this' was thier aniversery show, 
exacly one year ago they attended 
thier·first show also at the University 
of New Hamshire. 
This was the first show for two 
Bridgewater riders: Lindsay 
Wrossman and Janice Moore. Both 
girls worked very hard all season 
and rode exceptualy well, placing 
second and first in their Beginner, 
'Walk Trot Class. Also riding well 
was Mary Ivaldi who placed third in 
her Biginm~r Walk Trot Canter 
Class. A very hard working rider, 
Andy lenick placed sixth in his 
Advanced Walk Trot Canter Class, 
Also riding in this class were Ann 
Pernice and Betsy Lane Taylor. 
Although the past year has had 
many ups and downs tor the Bridge-
water Equestrians, theyve had a lot 
of fun and exciting· experiences. 
Thier looking forward to competing 
in thier last show of the season at 
New. England College. Next 
Semester there will be four spring · 
shows -to compete in .. Qualifying 
riders from these shows will be able 
to compete in Jhe regional 
championships, who will then be 
able' to compete in the National 
Show. Bridgewater hopes to be able 
to send some riders to the 
Championship Shows! 
